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CHAPTER I
	
INTRODUCTION
	
This thesis consists of two essays that use flexible parametric and additive 
nonparametric regressions to estimate the implicit prices in hedonic price models. 
Hedonic price models use observed market prices for marketed goods to build 
estimates of the implicit prices of non-market attributes that make up those goods. 
Since Rosen's pioneering work (1974), there have been a considerable number of both 
theoretical and empirical studies based on hedonic price models. Hedonic price 
analysis has been applied to estimate the implicit prices for sets of structural, 
neighborhood, and environmental attributes of housing, for which there are no directly 
observable prices (Dinan and Miranowski, 1989; Palmquist et al., 1997; Rubin, 1995). 
Hedonic studies have been used to estimate the marginal value of cleaner air and water 
(Harrison and Rubinfeld, 1978; Lansford and Jones, 1995; Murdoch and Thayer, 
1988) and proximity to open space and wetlands (Benson et al., 1998; Iwata et al., 
2000; Mahan et al., 2000). Hedonic wage models have been used to estimate the 
implicit prices of certain types of training or skills and risk reduction in the workplace 
(Cavalluzzo, 1991; Herzog and Schlottmann, 1990; Hwang et al., 1998). Hedonic 
price models are based on the assumption that the value of different bundles of 
attributes is reflected in the market price for the marketed good. By varying the level 2 
of one attribute while holding all other attributes constant, one can uncover the 
marginal value of that attribute, which cannot be sold or bought separately in the 
market and thus has no observable price. 
The objective of this thesis is to estimate the implicit prices of various housing 
and vehicle attributes using hedonic price models. Lists of environmental and 
structural attributes of housing and vehicles are modeled into the hedonic price 
functions. Data from residential sales and vehicle emission tests in Portland, Oregon 
are used for the empirical analysis. The overall estimation results verify that most 
housing and vehicle attributes that are generally linked to the perception of better 
quality, such as larger total structure square footage of a house or lower exhaust 
emission of a vehicle, have significant positive implicit prices. Conversely, attributes 
that reduce quality, such as distance to environmental amenities from a house or age of 
a vehicle, discount the commodity value. Estimated are marginal implicit prices of the 
environmental and structural attributes of housing and vehicles. Richer patterns of the 
associations between prices and their attributes are uncovered and interpreted in later 
chapters. 
This thesis contributes methodological improvements to the hedonic price 
function estimation by applying state-of-the-art econometric methods. I use data-
driven approaches to find the association between the variables of interest, instead of 
imposing strong assumptions on the regression relationship. First, the benchmark 
parametric specification for the hedonic price function is carefully chosen via the 
estimation of flexible functional forms such as the Box-Cox (1964) and Wooldridge 
(1992) transformations. Commonly used specification tests are applied to guarantee 3 
the robustness of the benchmark parametric specification. Second, the additive 
nonparametric regression proposed by Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) is estimated. 
Economic theory provides little guidance on the functional form of hedonic price 
models. Serious consequences of functional misspecification have been among the 
most frequent concerns in the literature. Thus, nonparametric regression is generally 
attractive for hedonic price models because it bypasses the specification stage of a 
regression function. 
In fact, recent hedonic price studies have shown growing interest in 
nonparametric regression as an estimation method (Anglin and Gencay, 1996; Gencay 
and Yang, 1996; Pace, 1995). However, with few exceptions, most of the 
nonparametric regressions in the literature involve multivariate nonparametric 
estimation that has many theoretical as well as practical problems, such as slow rates 
of convergence and the "curse of dimensionality." The additive nonparametric 
regression avoids those pitfalls of a fully nonparametric design. The econometric 
specification used in this thesis is free of restrictive parametric assumptions like any 
other nonparametric regressions, but unlike most, the effect of an individual attribute 
on the market prices can be easily interpreted, regardless of the number of attributes. I 
apply the iterative procedure known as the "backfitting algorithm," which reduces 
multivariate regression to successive simple regressions, to estimate the additive 
nonparametric model. The rest of this chapter provides a brief introduction of hedonic 
price models, implicit prices, and estimation methods used in the hedonic price 
literature. 4 
I.1 The Hedonic Price Model and Implicit Prices 
Suppose that consumers derive utility from consumption of a certain 
commodity described by a vector of D attributes, X = (Xj, X2,  , XD), and 
consumption of all other goods, Z. Each unit of the commodity in the market has a 
fixed value of the elements of the vector X and an associated market price, Y. Utility 
is assumed to be strictly concave in Z and X, and is also assumed to satisfy other usual 
properties. For simplicity, it is assumed that the consumers have made utility 
maximizing choices of the elements of the vector X given the prices of alternative 
combinations of the elements and that these prices just clear the market given the 
existing stock of X and its attributes. That is, the market is in equilibrium and there is 
no need to model formally the supply side of this market. A consumer is assumed to 
consume only one unit of the commodity X. 
Setting the price of Z equal to one and measuring income, I, in terms of units 
of Z give the following utility maximization problem: 
Max U(Z, X)
z,x 
subject to I = Z +Y(X). 
Solving the first order conditions gives 
Ux,  aY(X)  - =  Yd (),
uz  axd 
where Uxd  =au Iaxd and Uz = au /az. The function Y(X) is usually referred to as 
the hedonic price function and the partial derivative of the hedonic price function with 
respect to the 
dth attribute, Yd (X) , as the implicit price of the dh attribute, Xd.  The 
implicit price of an attribute can be interpreted as the additional amount that must be 5 
paid by the consumer to move to a bundle with a higher level of that attribute, ceteris 
paribus. 
This result indicates that if we estimate the implicit price for an attribute, then 
under the optimizing behavior the estimation result provides useful information about 
the consumer's preference or willingness to pay for that attribute in the neighborhood 
of the observed choice. It is worthwhile to note that, even though the implicit price 
estimate provides the consumer's marginal willingness to pay for the attribute at the 
optimal choice, the entire willingness to pay schedule for the consumer cannot be 
directly revealed (Freeman, 1993). 
1.2 Estimation of Hedonic Price Models 
While hedonic price modeling has been accepted as an appropriate method to 
estimate the implicit prices of nonmarket attributes of marketed goods, economic 
theory provides few suggestions on how market prices are functionally related to these 
attributes. A hedonic price function is an equilibrium relationship derived from the 
interaction of market demand and supply. Recognizing this, a number of studies 
including Cropper et al. (1988), Halvorsen and Pollakowski (1981), and Rosen (1974) 
point out that there is no theoretical ground for the appropriate functional form of 
hedonic price models. Most applied work using hedonic price analysis specifies a 
parametric, and commonly linear, regression model. Choosing between alternative 
specifications is usually done based on a goodness of fit criterion. 6 
Consider a hedonic price model 
yr = m(xr )+ e ,  (1) 
where )1, is a nonnegative dependent variable representing the market price, x, is a (D x 
1) vector of independent variables representing the attributes of the good, Et forms an 
element of a sequence of independent random errors satisfying E(eil X, = x1) = 0 and 
Var(eil X, = x1) = 02(x,) > 0 for t = 1, 2, ..., n, and ni(x,) = E(yt I Xt = xt) is an 
unspecified regression function that is the conditional mean of )1, given X, = xr.1 The 
implicit prices can be obtained by the estimation of the conditional mean of the 
hedonic price function. With few exceptions, the estimation of the conditional mean 
has been carried out under the following two-step estimation procedure: 1) modeling 
the conditional mean as a function of the relevant dependent and independent 
variables and the associated parameters, and 2) estimating the parameters via least 
squares or maximum likelihood estimation methods. 
One of the most popular tools for the estimation of the conditional mean is the 
linear regression model that assumes the conditional mean of y, as a linear function of 
X ,, 
E(y t I Xt = xt) = xti3 = A fl + , ixit + 132x2r +  + fir)xpi  (2) 
The ordinary least squares (OLS) method estimates the parameters, fi, by finding the 
values that minimize the residual sum of squares. If the dependency of the mean of yt 
on X, is linear, estimating the linear regression model via the OLS estimator can be 
very attractive because the OLS estimator involves little computational effort and 
Upper case letters denote random variables and lower case letters represent their realizations hereafter. 7 
possesses all desirable properties under the classical linear regression model 
assumptions. However, if the dependency of the mean of yr on X, were nonlinear, 
summarizing the relationships with a linear model would not be desirable. For 
example, one might expect a hedonic price function to be concave from below for 
environmental amenities, such as clean air, so that the marginal implicit price of clean 
air declines as air quality improves. Estimating the hedonic price function via the 
linear regression model would not be appropriate for this example. In order to 
incorporate these nonlinear relationships among variables of interest, one can extend 
the linear regression model with nonlinear regression methods or pseudo nonlinear 
models including logarithmic transformations of those variables. 
Another frequently used method to estimate the conditional mean of hedonic 
price models is maximum likelihood estimation. It is well known that under some 
regularity conditions maximum likelihood estimation provides consistent estimators. 
Furthermore, those estimators are asymptotically normally distributed and efficient. 
The critical drawback of parametric estimation methods, however, is that the 
true functional form of the conditional mean is rarely known, if ever. Parametric 
estimators can be inefficient and even inconsistent if the assumed parametric 
specification is not correct. Inference based on a misspecified parametric model can 
therefore be grossly misleading. This misspecification problem of commonly used 
parametric regression models has prompted the use of nonparametric regression in the 
recent hedonic price literature. 
Nonparametric estimation allows great flexibility in the functional form of 
regression, avoiding the restrictive assumptions of its parametric counterparts. The 8 
results from nonparametric estimation can be directly used to understand and interpret 
more complex relationship between variables. Nonparametric regression models 
generally require only that the regression functions satisfy some general properties, 
such as being differentiable or differentiable with a square integrable second 
derivative, etc. (Eubank, 1988). Since economic theory provides only loose 
restrictions on the functional form of hedonic price models, estimation via 
nonparametric regression is attractive. 
In fact, several studies have used semiparametric and/or nonparametric 
regressions to model hedonic price functions. They show that nonparametric 
estimation reveals nonlinear relationships that cannot be captured by traditional 
parametric approaches and provides much smaller prediction errors than parametric 
approaches. Meese and Wallace (1991) compare several common parametric 
specifications for hedonic price models with a nonparametric regression model. Their 
paper shows that the nonparametric model can avoid strong assumptions on parametric 
functional forms and provide robustness to the influences from unusual observations. 
Coulson (1992) applies a spline smoothing method to generate a nonparametric 
response of housing price to floorspace size. This study also favors the nonparametric 
method over the parametric counterparts because the former is able to avoid the 
misspecification problems in hedonic price models. Pace (1993, 1995) uses kernel 
nonparametric estimators to estimate hedonic price models of residential housing. His 
papers compare both in-sample and out-of-sample prediction performances of the 9 
nonparametric estimators and the OLS estimator for a linear model.2 Comparisons are 
based on the measures of R2, root mean squared error, and mean absolute error. The 
nonparametric estimators outperform the OLS estimator for all criteria. Anglin and 
Gencay (1996) show that a simple semiparametric model outperforms a benchmark 
parametric model in that the former provides more accurate mean predictions than the 
latter. Gencay and Yang (1996) also conclude, based on mean squared prediction 
errors, that a semiparametric estimator fits the data substantially better than a series of 
parametric specifications. Iwata et al. (2000) use an additive nonparametric model to 
estimate the effects of land use factors on housing prices. They find that the 
semiparametric estimator provides better prediction performance than parametric 
regression based on several measures of prediction accuracy. 
2  In-sample comparison indicates comparing the measure of accuracy based on the observations used in 
the regression, while out-of-sample comparison refers to comparing the measure of accuracy based on 
the observations that are not used in the regressions. 10 
CHAPTER II
	
ESTIMATION OF HEDONIC PRICE FUNCTION VIA FLEXIBLE
	
PARAMETRIC AND ADDITIVE NONPARAMETRIC REGRESSIONS
	
II.1  Introduction 
This study provides an application of flexible parametric and additive 
nonparametric regressions for a hedonic price function that is used for the estimation 
of the implicit prices of various housing attributes. Hedonic price models have been 
extensively used in applied economics since Rosen (1974). Choosing an appropriate 
functional form for hedonic price models has been one of the most frequent concerns 
in this literature. Hedonic price function is in nature a reduced form that shows 
equilibrium relationship derived from the interaction of market demand and supply. 
Hence, in general, there is no prior expectation on the functional form of the hedonic 
price function. The only evident restriction on the hedonic price function is that the 
implicit price is positive (negative) if the attribute of interest is a good (bad). There 
may be a prior reason to expect it to have a negative second derivative with respect to 
some attributes (Freeman, 1993). 
Given the potentially serious consequences of functional misspecification, 
early studies tried alternative functional forms, typically the linear, semi-log, and log-
linear and selected one on the basis of goodness of fit criteria. More recent studies 
have attempted to estimate hedonic price models by specifying flexible regressions 
ranging from simple data transformations, including the models introduced by Box 
and Cox (1964) and its variants, to flexible non-linear models such as that introduced 11 
by Wooldridge (1992). A considerably smaller number of studies have used 
semiparametric or fully nonparametric specifications for hedonic price functions. 
Nonparametric models are very flexible in that regression functions are 
allowed to belong to a vastly broader class of functions than that in parametric models. 
However, nonparametric models have not been as prevalent in applied economics as 
one would expect, or comparable to their use in other disciplines, such as 
biostatistics.3 In fact, nonparametric estimation of hedonic price functions has 
appeared in less than a dozen articles and has concentrated almost exclusively on 
housing market analysis. Anglin and Gencay (1996), Hartog and Bierens (1989), 
Iwata et al. (2000), Pace (1993, 1995), and Stock (1991) are important contributions 
on this subject. There are, however, potential methodological improvements that 
allow for easier estimation and interpretation of nonparametric regressions. These 
improvements include better specifications of the regression models and selections of 
the nonparametric estimation methods. 
With the exception of Iwata et al. (2000), all of the articles listed above specify 
a regression model that requires the estimation of multivariate nonparametric 
regressions. There are a number of practical as well as theoretical problems that 
emerge when estimating multivariate nonparametric regressions. First, there is "the 
curse of dimensionality" identified by Friedman and Stuetzel (1981). The problem is 
especially acute in data sets used for hedonic price function estimation. The data sets 
used in hedonic price studies are not in general very large but often have a large 
3  Yatchew (1998) provides a list of potential reasons for this relative scarcity of nonparametric 
economic modeling. 12 
number of product attributes, which contribute to slow convergence rates for the 
estimators and diminish confidence in inference. Second, when defining the 
neighborhood in two or more dimensions for local averaging which is the fundamental 
characteristic of nonparametric estimation, there is the need to assume some type of 
metric that is hard to justify when the variables are measured in different units or are 
highly correlated. Third, from a practical perspective, multivariate nonparametric 
regressions are extremely expensive to compute, and even with the use of 
sophisticated graphical analysis, four or higher dimensional nonparametric regressions 
are virtually impossible to represent or interpret. Even in more parsimonious 
specifications, such as that in Robinson (1988), it is inevitable to encounter the 
uncertain prospect of fitting multivariate nonparametric regressions. Since one of the 
main objectives of hedonic price modeling is to easily isolate and interpret the 
contribution of a given attribute to market price, holding all other attributes fixed, the 
use of a fully nonparametric regression is undesirable. This study uses an additive 
nonparametric model popularized by Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) which can 
overcome the shortcomings of purely nonparametric methods. The additive 
nonparametric regression model involves only univariate smoothing and due to its 
additive nature lends itself to easy interpretation and analysis. 
Regarding the choice of nonparametric regression, this study differs from the 
standard approach in applied econometrics in that it uses a local polynomial estimator 
rather than the popular Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimator. Recent work by Fan 
(1992), Fan et al. (1993), and Ruppert and Wand (1994) has shown that local 
polynomial smoothing possesses a number of desirable theoretical and practical 13 
properties relative to other smoothing methods, including the Nadaraya-Watson kernel 
estimator. One of the serious drawbacks of the Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimator that 
can be avoided is its sensitivity to boundary data points. 
In addition to the methodological improvements, this study provides useful 
empirical results for the implicit prices of a series of environmental and structural 
housing attributes such as total structure square footage, property elevation, and 
distances to wetlands, parks and lakes. Residential sales data from Portland, Oregon 
housing market is used to estimate the hedonic price function. The nonparametric 
estimation results provide richer information on the relationship between housing 
prices and the associated attributes. Nonlinear relationships between the variables that 
could not be captured by conventional parametric estimations are readily identified. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 112, the flexible 
parametric and additive nonparametric models used in this study are introduced. 
Section II.3 describes and summarizes the data. Section II.4 provides the empirical 
models and the estimation results. Section II.5 presents the specification test for the 
additive nonparametric model, the estimates of the implicit prices for various housing 
attributes and the price prediction comparison between the parametric and 
nonparametric regression models. A brief concluding remark follows in section II.6. 14 
11.2 Model Specifications 
11.2.1		 Parametric Specifications 
Suppose that a regression model for a hedonic price function can be 
represented by 
yt = m(xt)+Et,  (3) 
where y, is a nonnegative dependent variable, x, is a (D x 1) vector of independent 
variables composed of product attributes and Et forms an element of sequence of 
independent random errors satisfying E(E, I X, = xr) = 0, and Var(e, I Xf = xt) = 02(xt) > 
0 for t = 1, 2, ..., n.  Generally, this model is estimated by assuming some known 
parametric specifications for the regression function, m(x,), for example, m(x, ;A for /3 
E S c  ,  and S is a compact parameter space. In this way, the class of functions 
describing the true underlying data generating process is constrained, allowing the use 
of some parametric estimation method to estimate E(y, I Xi= x, ; A. Most of the 
parametric specifications for m(x, ; /3) in the hedonic price literature are linear in /3. 
These specifications include pseudo non-linear models that involve logarithmic 
transformations of dependent and/or independent variables and more general Box-Cox 
transformations. For example, Brookshire et al. (1982) use a semi-log functional form 
to estimate a hedonic price function, and Murdoch and Thayer (1988) estimate a log-
linear specification. Blomquist and Worley (1981), Cassel and Mendelsohn (1985), 
Graves et al. (1988), and Milon et al. (1984) all use a flexible Box-Cox functional 
form. 15 
The transformation proposed by Box and Cox (1964) specifies the conditional 
mean of a transformation of yr given yi, as 
E(yr(2)I X, = xt) = xt/3,  for A E 9f and fi E 9iP ,  (4) 
where, 
A # 0, 
Yt (2) =  (5) 
A = 0. 
The Box-Cox transformation contains the linear (X = 1) and logarithmic (X = 0) 
models as special cases. Even though the Box-Cox transformation allows different 
functional forms based on the data-driven value of X, the limitations of the model are 
well documented in the econometrics literature (Davidson and MacKinnon, 1993). 
One of the serious pitfalls of the Box-Cox transformation is that it models E(yt(X) I Xt 
= xt) when the interest is on E(yt I Xt = xt). In fact, the estimation of E(yt(X) I Xt = xt) 
provides little information about E(yt I Xt = xt).4 Also, it is well known that yt(2) -= (YtA 
1)I A cannot strictly be true unless A# 0. The value of yt(X) is bounded either from 
below or above for most values of X except for X = 0 or X = 1. Specifically, when X > 
0, yt(X) cannot be less than -1/X and, when X < 0, yt(X) cannot be greater than -1/A. 
Since yt(A) is bounded for most values of A, the Box-Cox regression model is not well 
defined in the presence of normally distributed et. Since the normality of the errors is 
usually assumed to perform maximum likelihood estimation, commonly reported Box-
4 Poirier and Menro (1978) show only that the /3 has the same sign as aE(y,IX,)/ aX when et is assumed 
to have a truncated normal distribution, for all t. 16 
Cox estimators are based on a misspecified regression model.
	
Wooldridge (1992) proposes an alternative to the Box-Cox transformation, 
based on a truly nonlinear specification of m(xt ; /3). For strictly positive yt, the 
Wooldridge transformation models E(yr I Xt = xt) as 
[1 +  0,
E(y,I X, =x, ) =  (6)
exp(x,#),  = 0. 
The Wooldridge transformation is quite flexible including many of the commonly 
assumed functional forms for E(yt I Xt = xt). For example, it contains the linear (X = 
1), exponential (X = 0), and reciprocal (X = 1) models as special cases. One 
advantage of the Wooldridge transformation is that E(y, I Xt = xt) can be directly 
estimated by the nonlinear least squares method. The nonlinear least squares estimator 
is consistent and asymptotically normal under some weak regularity conditions in the 
presence of heteroskedasticity and the presence of non-normal errors.5 Both the Box-
Cox and Wooldridge transformations are estimated to find a benchmark parametric 
specification in section 11.4.1 of this chapter. 
11.2.2 Nonparametric Specification 
The additive nonparametric regression model proposed by Hastie and 
Tibshirani (1990) can be described by 
D 
yt = E(yilX= x,Xt2 = xt2,  X tD = X tD  et = E md (xtd ) +et  (7) 
d =1 
5 See Berndt et al. (1993) for an application of the Wooldridge transformation. 17 
where y, is the realization of a nonnegative dependent variable Y, (xi] ,xt2,..., xtp), for 
t = 1, 2,  n, is a sequence of realization of an identically and independently 
distributed random vector representing product attributes and Et forms a sequence of 
realizations of an identically and independently distributed random error satisfying 
E(stlx, xf2,...,x,D)=0 and V(Eflx,x,2,...,x,D)=o-2 for t = 1, 2, ..., n. 
The central idea of the additive nonparametric model is to replace the usual 
linear function of a covariate, I3dxd, with an unspecified smooth function, md(xd), where 
the subscript t is suppressed for simplicity.6 The additive nonparametric model 
consists of a sum of those smooth functions. The model is clearly nonparametric in 
that it does not impose any parametric specification on the component function md(xd). 
Buja et al. (1989) show that E(y Emd(xd )) 2  is minimized by choosing mi(x) so 
d=1 
that 
riij(x ) =E(y Emd(xd)ix.,)  (8) 
d=1,1-1j 
for j = 1, 2, ..., D. Assuming momentarily that and is known for all d except for d= j, 
a natural estimator for riz  is given by, 
= Si(y  Eritd(xd))  (9)
d=1,d*j 
where y is the n-vector with component yt, and is the n-vector with components 
and (xd,), and Sj is a suitably defined nonparametric regression matrix associated with 
6 Smooth is defined as a nonparametric representation of the regression relationship. 18 
the univariate nonparametric regression that has xj as regressor and partial residual
	
r = y  and  as regressand. 
d=1,d*t 
A convenient procedure to obtain a solution for (9) is the backfitting (Gauss-
Seidel) algorithm of Friedman and Stuetzel (1981). Its practical implementation 
m ) for the functions to be estimated and 
defining an auxiliary regressand rj for the vth iteration of the algorithm as 
.1-1  (v) 
involves setting initial values  (17110,1-7-47..., o
(v) rj  = y Emd  Imd(v-I)  with j -- 1, 2, ..., D, v = 1, 2,  ..., and ind =S (v)  r (v)
J J 
d=1  d= .1 +1 
n D  n D 
in-E v + 1 )  2 Iterations continue until I (y,  E(yi_Eind(v).) 
2 does not change or is 
t=1  d=1  t=1  d=1 
smaller than a pre-specified measure of tolerance. 
Implementing the backfitting algorithm requires a choice of nonparametric 
regression to be used in the univariate nonparametric regressions in (9) as well as the 
degree of smoothing to be used in each of these regressions, normally represented by a 
smoothing parameter. As mentioned above, recent studies have shown that local 
polynomial smoothing possesses a number of desirable theoretical and practical 
properties relative to other smoothing methods, including the Nadaraya-Watson kernel 
estimator. Using the notation above, the local p-degree polynomial nonparametric 
regression in the backfitting algorithm is given by the matrix Si whose eh row is given 
by el (X  147x, X x)-1 X  147x,  , where e1 = (1, 0, ..., 0)'is a p+1 vector, 19 
( 1 x1 x,3  (x11 
Xx  = 
1 X0  X2i  (X0  X21)P 
1 xtj xnj 
(x1  .)P 
1 X K(
X 
W, is an n-dimensional diagonal matrix with elements given by  ) for s 
1 
= 1, 2, ..., n, K is the chosen kernel function, and hi is a suitably chosen smoothing 
parameter. Then, a local p-degree polynomial estimator mj (x, ) is defined as 
riz- (x .) = el (X W X ) -1 X  W r.  (10)
(.1  x, x, Xy  Xy  Xy .1 
One of the most important steps in performing nonparametric regression is the 
choice of smoothing parameters or window widths. Too small value of the smoothing 
parameter yields an under-smooth of the regression curve while too large value results 
in an over-smooth. The appearance of a local polynomial smooth depends strongly on 
the value of the smoothing parameter. The problem with an under-smoothing is that 
the estimator has small bias but large variability. Conversely, with over-smoothing 
the estimator has small variability but large bias. 
Given this fundamental and unavoidable tradeoff between bias and variance in 
all smoothing methods, data driven selection of the smoothing parameter has been 
generally preferred because it lets the data determine the most appropriate degree of 
smoothing. The ideal smoothing parameters minimizes the following mean average 
squared error (MASE) function: 
in  D 
MASE(h,  hDIX  X D) =  E[E(ind(xd,) md(xd,))1X  ,..., X Di 2.  (11) 
n f=i 20 
Most commonly used procedure in applied econometrics is the cross validation 
method that estimates smoothing parameters that minimize the jackknifed least 
squares or cross validation functions. The unappealing characteristics of the cross 
validation method, that it is highly variable and tends to under-smooth in 
nonparametric regression, prompted the use of the "plug-in" method. The principle of 
the plug-in method is to directly estimate functionals that appear on the expressions, 
describing the smoothing parameters, which minimize the asymptotic mean average, 
squared error (Park and Marron, 1990; Sheather and Jones, 1991). The selection of 
smoothing parameter in this study is based on the Silverman's rule of thumb method 
(1986). The main idea of this method is to use a standard family of distributions in 
order to assign the unknown values for the ideal smoothing parameter that minimizes 
the asymptotic mean average squared error. 
11.3 Data 
The housing market data in this study comes from a portion of Multnomah 
County, Oregon that lies within Portland's urban growth boundary.? This study uses a 
total of 1,871 recorded house sales that occurred between June of 1992 and May of 
1994 in that area. The dependent variable of the empirical model is the actual 
recorded sales price of a residence. All sales prices are adjusted to the May 1994 level 
using a Multnomah County residential housing market price index. Figure II.1 
provides an estimated nonparametric density function of housing prices with a suitably 
7  The source of data is Mahan et al. (2000). I thank Brent Mahan for providing the data. 21 
selected window width. Direct inspection of the histogram reveals that the vast 
majority of the observations locate between $50,000 and $250,000. There is, 
however, a great dispersion of sales prices, and some observations are quite distanced 
from this interval. 
Figure II.1  Gaussian Kernel Density Estimation for the Housing Prices 
0 
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Table II.1 provides the definitions and descriptions of the housing attributes as 
well as the expected signs of their effects on the housing prices. These housing 
attributes can be grouped into two main categories. The first group contains a series 
of structural characteristics of houses commonly used in hedonic studies, such as the 
total structure, garage and lot square footage, the numbers of bathrooms and 
fireplaces, and the age of house. Also included are dummy variables indicating the 
8 22 
presence of gas heating source, swimming pool, sidewalk, and light traffic. The 
second group consists of a series of location and environmental characteristics that 
include the distances to the central business district, nearest lake, improved park, 
industrial sector, commercial district and wetland. Also included are the measure of 
dwelling elevation and the size of the nearest wetland. 
Table Hi Definition of the Variables 
Variable  Description  Expected 
Price Effect 
BATH  Number of bathrooms  + 
FRPLC  Number of fireplaces  + 
GAS  Dummy variable for gas heating source  + 
(1 if gas heating source, 0 otherwise) 
POOL  Dummy variable for swimming pool  + 
(1 if swimming pool, 0 otherwise) 
SDWLK  Dummy variable for sidewalk  + 
(1 if sidewalk, 0 otherwise) 
LTTRF  Dummy variable for light traffic  + 
(1 if light traffic, 0 otherwise) 
TTLSF  Total structure square footage  + 
GRGSF  Garage square footage  + 
LOTSF  Lot square footage  + 
AGE  Year house was built subtracted from 1994 
ELEV  Elevation of property above sea level  + 
CBD  Distance in feet to central business district 
INDUS  Distance in feet to nearest industrial zone  + 
COMM  Distance in feet to nearest commercial zone  + 
LAKE  Distance in feet to nearest lake 
PARK  Distance in feet to nearest improved public park 
WSIZE  Size of nearest wetland in acres  + 
WDIST  Distance in feet to nearest wetland 23 
I have some prior expectations on the price effects of these various housing 
attributes. The total structure, garage and lot square footage, the number of bathrooms 
and fireplaces, and the availability of gas heating source are expected to have a 
positive association with housing prices. The existence of swimming pool, the house 
elevation, and the size of nearest wetland are anticipated to have positive effects on 
house prices. Conversely, there may be negative associations between house prices 
and the distance to the nearest lake, park and central business district, the age of house 
as well as the distance to nearest wetland. Proximity to wetlands may be perceived as 
a desirable location characteristic due to enhanced view quality or increased pollution 
protection, although it can also be undesirable due to increased risk of flooding or 
wildlife annoyances. However, proximity to the commercial and industrial zones may 
be undesirable due to increased traffic, noise, congestion, and pollution, even though 
too much distance may be undesirable due to increased transportation costs. 
Table 11.2 presents the descriptive statistics of the data. In addition to the 
descriptive statistics of the data, the estimated nonparametric kernel density estimation 
of selected housing attributes with the suitably selected smoothing parameters are 
provided in Appendix A. Unlike conventional parametric counterparts, the estimated 
nonparametric density functions display rich information about the underlying data 
generating process by avoiding any pre-specified distribution assumptions. 
For example, the nonparametric density estimation reveals that garage square 
footage and age of housing have multi-modal distributions while distances to the 
nearest industrial zone and commercial district have highly skewed distributions. It is 
clear that the distribution of garage square footages is bimodal around 250 and 475 24 
square feet for positive valued observations. Age of house has three modes, with a 
primary mode at 42 and the secondary modes around 15 and 70. By making the 
relatively weak assumptions on the density of housing attributes, the nonparametric 
density estimation allows the data to reveal the true pattern. 
Table 11.2 Descriptive Statistics of the Data 
Variable  Mean
	
PRICE  121175.550
	
BATH  1.389
	
FRPLC  0.960
	
GAS  0.483
	
POOL  0.015
	
SDWLK  0.663
	
LTTRF  0.919
	
TTLSF  1415.270
	
GRGSF  302.936
	
LOTSF  7304.680
	
AGE  43.900
	
ELEV  269.458
	
CBD  31861.970
	
INDUS  3800.030
	
COMM  1236.880
	
LAKE  18038.710
	
PARK  1392.610
	
WSIZE  35.442
	
WDIST  3625.760
	
Std. Dev. 
68915.120 
0.575 
0.673 
0.500 
0.121 
0.473 
0.272 
552.236 
198.832 
3288.650 
26.412 
143.657 
17978.040 
3047.360 
997.901 
6839.140 
894.518 
34.685 
2425.610 
Minimum  Maximum 
26116.170  718161.700 
1 4 
0 4 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
364  4652 
0  966 
1030  26190 
0  106 
50  988 
4060  78868 
214  15260 
52  6896 
3128  35214 
104  5206 
1  160 
104  11654 25 
The data comes from two major sources. Metro Scan, which compiles real 
estate data from assessors' records for numerous U.S. cities, provides most of the 
housing structural attributes data. Metro Regional Services, a regional government 
agency, provides the location characteristics. All distance calculations were made 
using a raster system where all the data are arranged in grid cells. Each cell is a 52-
foot square with distances measured in feet using the Euclidean norm from the 
centroid of the house lot to the nearest edge of the feature. 
Wetland location and size are based on the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's 
National Wetlands Inventory in Oregon. Wetlands vary from primary open water to 
forest and grassland that is wet only part of the year. Although the area of urban 
wetlands has been declining in the U.S., the section of Multnomah County included in 
this study has more than 4,500 wetlands and deep-water habitats, varying in size from 
1 to 160 acres. 
11.4 Empirical Modeling and Estimation 
114.1 The Benchmark Parametric Model 
In this section, flexible parametric functional forms are estimated to find the 
benchmark parametric specification. Table 11.3 provides the estimation results of the 
ordinary least squares estimator as well as the Box-Cox and Wooldridge 
transformations. 
Logarithmic transformations are applied for the distance-related variables 
because price effects of these attributes often cannot be described by a simple linear 26 
function of distances. For instance, the house located near a lake receives direct 
beneficial effects on the price because of its recreational and aesthetic values. This 
direct impact declines rapidly and eventually dies out as distance to the lake increases. 
In fact, some previous studies have used the log transformation of distance-related 
variables and found that doing so fits the data better (Iwata et al., 2000; Mahan et al., 
2000). Appendix C provides the OLS, Box-Cox and Wooldridge estimation results 
for both the models before and after the log transformation of distance-related 
variables, as well as the comparison of standard goodness of fit measures. The model 
1, which uses logs of distances, seems to fit the data better than the model 2, which 
uses levels of distances. The model 1 provides smaller prediction errors than the 
model 2 in all criteria used. Thus, I feel justified in using logs of distances in the 
benchmark parametric specification.8 
All coefficients in table 113 have the same signs for the three models. Among 
those 18 housing attributes, six of them have negative coefficients: POOL, AGE, 
log(CBD), log(LAKE), WSIZE, and log(WDIST). Overall, the signs of the 
coefficients coincide with the expected price effects shown in table 1 except for 
POOL, log(PARK), and WSIZE, which are statistically insignificant. The coefficient 
signs show that the price of residential housing increases as the house has better 
structural attributes (e.g., gas heating source and larger lot square footage). Better 
neighborhood attributes (e.g., sidewalk and light traffic) and the distance to the 
environmental amenities (e.g., lake and wetland) seem to have positive price effects. 
8  Data-driven approach to justify logs of distances could be done with the estimation of a 
multiparameter Box-Cox model. See Davidson and Mackinnon (1993) for the details. Table 11.3 Estimation Results of the OLS, Box-Cox (BC), and Wooldridge (WT) Models 
(Dependent Variable: PRICE; Number of Observations: 1,871) 
OLS  BC  WT 
Variable  Estimate  Std. Error  t-statistic  Estimate  Std. Error  t-statistic  Estimate  Std. Error  t-statistic 
CONST  478522.76  31722.01  15.09  1.72E+01  2.50E+00  6.88  1.82E+02  7.40E+01  2.46 
BATH  8039.10  1992.48  4.04  9.62E-02  2.92E-02  3.30  1.55E+00  8.34E-01  1.85 
FRPLC  7942.39  1446.37  5.49  2.05E-01  4.79E-02  4.28  2.62E+00  1.20E+00  2.19 
GAS  4662.69  1843.60  2.53  7.91E-02  2.65E-02  2.99  1.12E+00  6.53E-01  1.72 
POOL  -11503.29  7026.12  -1.64  -4.45E-02  6.48E-02  -0.69  -3.48E+00  2.15E+00  -1.62 
SDWLK  4942.44  2100.40  2.35  7.64E-02  3.10E-02  2.47  2.33E+00  1.17E+00  1.99 
LTTRF  2210.99  3148.11  0.70  1.54E-02  3.40E-02  0.45  6.01E-01  7.13E-01  0.84 
TTLSF  64.90  2.06  31.49  6.87E-04  1.65E-04  4.17  1.10E-02  5.33E-03  2.07 
GRGSF  25.48  5.24  4.86  1.92E-04  7.60E-05  2.51  8.25E-03  4.01E-03  2.06 
LOTSF  2.55  0.32  8.08  1.60E-05  5.00E-06  2.90  4.36E-04  2.23E-04  1.95 
AGE  -322.64  54.28  -5.94  -3.37E-03  1.01E-03  -3.35  -7.92E-02  3.86E-02  -2.05 
ELEV  85.71  8.54  10.03  7.16E-04  2.01E-04  3.56  1.27E-02  6.35E-03  2.01 
log(CBD) 
log(INDUS) 
log(COMM) 
log(LAKE) 
log(PARK) 
WS17F, 
log(WDIST) 
-42789.77 
644.13 
4987.26 
-9292.08 
1545.71 
-109.66 
-3660.06 
2289.34 
1276.73 
1057.59 
2003.35 
1142.38 
26.49 
1182.34 
-18.69 
0.51 
4.72 
-4.64 
1.35 
-4.14 
-3.10 
-2.79E-01 
7.14E-02 
5.27E-02 
-9.84E-02 
1.46E-02 
-6.30E-04 
-6.92E-02 
7.85E-02 
1.98E-02 
1.66E-02 
3.25E-02 
1.35E-02 
3.54E-04 
2.04E-02 
-3.56 
3.61 
3.17 
-3.03 
1.08 
-1.78 
-3.39 
-9.74E+00 
2.54E-01 
1.35E+00 
-2.55E+00 
2.66E-01 
-2.20E-02 
-6.44E-01 
4.68E+00 
3.01E-01 
6.62E-01 
1.24E+00 
2.69E-01 
1.24E-02 
3.84E-01 
-2.08 
0.84 
2.04 
-2.05 
0.99 
-1.77 
-1.68 
R2  0.72 
Sigma (a) 
Lambda (A) 
3.90E-01 
4.74E-02 
9.01E-02 
1.99E-02 
4.33 
2.38  2.85E-01  3.93E-02  7.26 28 
All three models show that the distances to the nearest industrial zone and 
commercial district have positive impacts on the housing price. The results imply that 
the increase in housing price is the premium to avoid any inconvenience such as 
pollution and congestion caused by the proximity to the industrial or commercial 
zones. Interestingly, housing price increases as a house locates close to the central 
business districts. The OLS estimates are mostly significant at 5% except for POOL, 
LTTRF, log(INDUS), and log(PARK). 
The estimation results of the Box-Cox and Wooldridge transformations suggest 
that a log-linear model would be an appropriate specification for the given data. The 
value of transformation parameter in the Box-Cox specification is close to 0, A = 
0.047, which reduces the model into a classical linear model with log of price as the 
dependent variable. In the Wooldridge specification, the value of transformation 
parameter is A = 0.285. I apply the Lagrange multiplier test proposed by Wooldridge 
(1992) for an exponential model. Given a x2 statistic of 2.698, I fail to reject the 
exponential model, which reduces the Wooldridge specification again to a log-linear 
model. These results suggest that a log-linear model seems to be appropriate as the 
benchmark parametric specification for the data. Accordingly, the following model is 
proposed as the data-driven benchmark parametric specification for the hedonic price 
function. 
log(PRICE,)= A+ fi2BATH,+ AFRPLC,+ 134GAS,+ /35 POOL + fi6SDWLK, 
+ALT7'RF, + fi8TTLSF,+ AGRGSF, + fil0LOTSF, + &11 AGE, + A2ELEV,  (12) 
+ fin log(CBD, ) + /314 log(INDUS,) + A5log(COMM ,) + fi16log(LAKE,) 
+ A7 log(PARK,) + /318WSIZE, + fil9log(WDIST,) + E, 
E(Et) = 0, and Var(et) = 021 > 0 for t = 1, 2, ..., n. 29 
Table 11.4 presents the estimation result for the benchmark parametric
	
specification. The signs of most coefficients coincide with prior expectations on the 
signs in table 11.1. Also, R2 is higher in the benchmark parametric model (0.736) than 
in the OLS model (0.724) in table 11.3. The benchmark parametric model explains 
better the variation of the housing prices than the OLS model in table 11.3. 
Table 11.4 OLS Estimation of the Benchmark Parametric Model 
(Dependent Variable: log (PRICE); Number of Observations: 1,871) 
Variable  Estimate  Standard Error  t-statistic 
CONST  5.594E+00  8.739E-02  64.007 
BATH  2.151E-02  5.489E-03  3.918 
FRPLC  5.141E-02  3.985E-03  12.902 
GAS  1.973E-02  5.079E-03  3.884 
POOL  -1.121E-02  1.936E-02  -0.579 
SDWLK  2.036E-02  5.786E-03  3.519 
LTTRF  7.481E-03  8.673E-03  0.863 
TTLSF  1.759E-04  5.677E-06  30.974 
GRGSF  5.377E-05  1.444E-05  3.724 
LOTSF  4.731E-06  8.684E-07  5.448 
AGE  -9.133E-04  1.495E-04  -6.108 
ELEV  1.922E-04  2.353E-05  8.165 
log(CBD)  -8.016E-02  6.307E-03  -12.711 
log(INDUS)  1.522E-02  3.517E-03  4.327 
log(COMM)  1.302E-02  2.914E-03  4.469 
log(LAKE)  -2.612E-02  5.519E-03  -4.733 
log(PARK)  3.348E-03  3.147E-03  1.064 
WSIZE  -1.808E-04  7.297E-05  -2.477 
log(WDIST)  -1.668E-02  3.257E-03  -5.122 
R2  0.736 30 
This search of the benchmark specification is by no means evidence that one 
cannot fit a better parametric model. I did not try to increase fit of the benchmark 
parametric model by increasing the number of explanatory variables or using sets of 
dummy variables. It is simply an indication that this benchmark parametric model 
does reasonably well against some obvious parametric alternatives. In fact, in a 
careful comparison among a broad class of parametric alternatives, Gencay and Yang 
(1995) found that a log-linear model passed all available tests for regression function 
specification, using similar housing data to this study. 
11.4.2 The Additive Nonparametric Model 
Consider the following additive nonparametric regression model popularized 
by Hastie and Tibshirani (1990): 
log(PRICE,)= 131+ J32 BATH, + fi3FRPLC, +AGAS, + A POOL, + )36SDWLK,  (13) 
+ 137LTTRF, + mi(TTLSF,)+m2(GRGSF)+m3(LOTSF,)+m4(AGE,)+ m5(ELEV,) 
+m6(log(CBD, )) + m,(log(INDUS,)) + m8 (log(COMM ,)) + m9 (log(LAKE, )) 
+ mio (log(PARK, )) + m11(WSIZE, )+ mi2(log(WDIST,)) +E, 
E(&) = 0, and Var(er) = o2 > 0 for t = 1, 2, ..., n. 
This semiparametric specification uses the same variables in the benchmark 
parametric specification to facilitate the comparison between those two models. The 
estimation procedure starts with the choice of nonparametric regression. Instead of the 
popular Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimator, a local polynomial nonparametric 
regression introduced in section 11.2.2 is used. Regarding the choice of kernel 31 
function for the local polynomial nonparametric regression, the Gaussian kernel, 
2 
1 
K ( u ) =		 ._ exp(--u) , is used in all the computations.
9 
2n- 2 
After a nonparametric regression has been selected, the problem of choosing 
how much to smooth is of crucial importance in the nonparametric regression. The 
smoothing parameters used in this study are based on the Silverman's rule of thumb 
method. The basic idea of this method is to use a standard family of distributions in 
order to assign the unknown density values for the ideal smoothing parameter that 
minimizes the asymptotic mean average squared error. In fact, recent literature shows 
that more sophisticated automatic smoothing parameter selections are available for 
nonparametric regressions, for example, the cross validation and plug-in methods. 
However, despite all the improvements made by the sophisticated automatic selection 
methods, incorporating available economic information about the regression fit is 
invaluable in selecting smoothing parameters. Indeed, the process of examining 
several plots of the regression fits, all smoothed by different smoothing parameters, 
may provide more insight into the relationship than merely considering a single 
automatically produced regression curve. After using several different sets of 
smoothing parameters based on the automated rule of thumb method, I selected the 
smoothing parameters that seemed to generate the most reasonable regression fits as 
follows. 
9 Considering the ideal choice of kernel which leads to minimizing the approximate mean integrated 
square error, there is very little difference among the various kernels, including the Epanechnikov, 
biweight, triangular and Gaussian kernels. 32 
Table 11.5  Selected Smoothing Parameters
	
Variable  Smoothing Parameter 
TTLSF  129.723 
GRGSF  46.707 
LOTSF  772.518 
AGE  6.204 
ELEV  33.746 
log(CBD)  0.128 
log(INDUS)  0.197 
log(COMM)  0.213 
log(LAKE)  0.108 
log(PARK)  0.178 
WSIZE  8.148 
log(WDIST)  0.204 
The computer code for the implementation of the estimation procedure for (13) 
was written in the Gauss v.3.2.35 (1998) programming environment and is attached in 
Appendix D. With the 1,871 observations the backfitting algorithm converged after 
20 iterations. The sequence of residual sum of squares generated by the backfitting 
algorithm was always monotonically decreasing, and I had no problem with 
convergence. 
Figure 11.2, panels 1 through 12, displays a graphical representation of the 
estimated regression functions. They show the contribution of the housing attributes 
to the housing prices. For each housing attribute two figures are provided; the upper 
figures show the estimated additive nonparametric regression function while the lower 33 
7  12  , figures show the additive partial residuals, defined as Yr  fikZkt  mdk,d1, 10 
k=1  d=1,d*/ 
The presence of 'spikes' and 'sharp corners' that appear most notably on panels 
5, 10, and 12 raises the question of whether the smooth is capturing a 'true' 
characteristic of the data generating process or simply reflecting boundary effect 
variability. As an example, consider the sharp spike on the fitted function for 
log(WDIST) in panel 12. It is unclear whether the spike is the result of some spurious 
local averaging. A useful procedure in evaluating this type of behavior is to compare 
the fitted smooth to a plot of additive partial residuals. Because the partial residuals 
are purged of the influence of all other regressors, they are directly comparable to the 
estimated smooths. This type of diagnostic is similar to the AMALL residual plots 
discussed in Berk and Booth (1995). It seems clear that the 'sharp corners' on the 
panels 5, 10, and 12 are caused by isolated observations and are unlikely to represent 
any 'true' characteristic of the data generating process. 
10 The letter z stands for a parametric component of (13) while the letter x represents a nonparametric 
component. 34 
Figure 11.2 Estimated Additive Nonparametric Regression Functions of
the Selected Housing Attributes Imposed on the Partial Residual Plots 
Panel 1:  Total Structure Square Footage 
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Figure II.2 Continued
	
Panel 6:  Distance to Central Business District
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Figure 11.2 Continued
	
Panel 7:  Distance to Nearest Industrial Zone
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Figure H.2 Continued
	
Panel 8:  Distance to Nearest Commercial Zone
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Figure HI Continued
	
Panel 9:  Distance to Nearest Lake
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Figure H.2 Continued 
Panel 12:  Distance to Nearest Wetland 
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11.5  Results and Analysis
	
One of the important objectives of hedonic price modeling is to estimate the 
effects of environmental and structural attributes of housing on the observed market 
prices. These estimates provide valuable information in constructing price indices or 
in estimating household demand for those attributes. Reported are the implicit price 
estimations from the benchmark parametric specification and the contribution of the 
housing attributes to the prices from the additive nonparametric regression. Before 
turning to an empirical evaluation of the estimated models, I perform a test proposed 
by Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) for the validity of the underlying additivity 
assumption on (13). Also, the price prediction performances of those two models are 
compared. 
11.5.1  Specification Test 
In this section, I conduct a specification test proposed by Hastie and Tibshirani 
(1990) to check the validity of the underlying additivity assumption in (13). The main 
idea of the test is to run a regression of the residuals from the estimated additive model 
on the interaction terms of estimated smooths and to examine the significance of each 
interaction term. The test involves the following regression, 
12 
Et =  y di and (xid  )T71  (xti)+ et  (14) 
7  12 
where Ft = y, -E #k Ztk  E rk(xid)  is an element of the residuals from the 
k=1  d=1 
estimated additive model, ydi is an element of the unknown parameters and e, forms a 47 
sequence of an independent random errors satisfying E(er) = 0, and Var(e1) = cr2 > 0. 
A conventional Student's-t statistic for Ho : yd.; = 0 against HA :  rd,  0 is calculated. 
If the coefficient yd./ is found to be significantly different from zero, then I 
would infer the housing attributes xd and xf have enough interaction to prevent the 
additive specification in (13). Conversely, failing to reject the Ho lends support to the 
additive assumption. 
The result of the regression for (14) is reported in table 11.6. None of the 
interaction terms is found to be significant based on the reported t-values. This 
specification test result provides support for the additivity assumption in (13). 
11.5.2  Parametric Approach for the Estimation of Implicit Prices 
This section provides the estimated effect of each nonmarket housing attribute 
on housing prices. The coefficient estimates of the housing attributes from the 
benchmark parametric specification cannot be directly interpreted as the marginal 
implicit prices. Rather, the coefficient estimates of the log-transformed variables, 
such as LAKE, INDUS and COMM, indicate how elastic the equilibrium housing 
prices are with respect to the changes in those attributes. They show the percentage 
change in the equilibrium price due to the percentage change in the distance to the 
environmental or location amenities. The benchmark parametric model provides the 
constant price elasticity for the distance related housing attributes in that the elasticity 
estimates do not depend upon the level of price and the attributes. 48 
Table 11.6 Regression of Additive Residuals on Interaction Terms
	
Variable 
TTLSF*GRGSF 
TTLSF*LOTSF 
TTLSF*AGE 
TTLSF*ELEV 
11 LSF*WSIZE 
'I 1 LSF*log(CBD) 
TTLSF*1 og(LAKE) 
TTLSF*I og(PARK) 
TTLSF *log(1NDUS) 
TTLSF*log(COMM) 
11 LSF*log(WDIST) 
GRGSF*LOTSF 
GRGSF*AGE 
GRGSF*ELEV 
GRGSF*WSIZE 
GRGSF*log(CBD) 
GRGSF*log(LAKE) 
GRGSF*log(PARK) 
GRGSF*log(INDUS) 
GRGSF*log(COMM) 
GRGSF*log(WDIST) 
LOTS F*AGE 
LOTSF*ELEV 
LOTSF*WSIZE 
LOTSF*log(CBD) 
LOTS F*log(LAKE) 
LOTSF*log(PARK) 
LOTSF*log(INDUS) 
LOTSF*log(COMM) 
LOTSF*log(WDIST) 
AGE*ELEV 
AGE*WSIZE 
AGE*log(CBD) 
AGE*log(LAKE) 
Estimate 
1.083 
2.892 
0.381 
-1.180 
-0.134 
-0.217 
0.685 
4.890 
1.101 
-0.012 
-0.443 
-6.632 
-0.574 
1.274 
-0.531 
1.324 
5.065 
27.281 
-22.483 
3.835 
-8.091 
5.825 
-2.801 
3.051 
-6.490 
8.090 
19.167 
-27.112 
5.331 
-27.864 
0.059 
-1.244 
-1.883 
0.437 
t-statistic 
0.707 
2.293 
1.119 
-1.341 
-0.439 
-0.216 
0.694 
2.187 
0.484 
-0.010 
-0.324 
-0.461 
-0.176 
0.152 
-0.117 
0.140 
0.499 
1.148 
-0.897 
0.337 
-0.606 
1.991 
-0.452 
0.775 
-0.611 
1.162 
0.889 
-1.312 
0.499 
-2.192 
0.032 
-1.528 
-0.787 
0.224 49 
Table 11.6 Regression of Additive Residuals on Interaction Terms (Continued)
	
Variable 
AGE*log(PARK) 
AGE *log(1NDUS) 
AGE*log(COMM) 
AGE*log(WDIST) 
ELEV*WSIZE 
ELEV*log(CBD) 
ELEV * log(LAKE) 
ELEV *log(PARK) 
ELEV * log(INDUS) 
ELEV * log(COMM) 
ELEV *log(WDIST) 
WSIZE*log(CBD) 
WSIZE*log(LAKE) 
WSIZE*log(PARK) 
WSIZE*log(INDUS) 
WSIZE*log(COMM) 
WSIZE*log(WDIST) 
log(CBD)*log(LAKE) 
log(CBD)*log(PARK) 
log(CBD)*log(INDUS) 
log(CBD)*log(COMM) 
log(CBD)*log(WDIST) 
log(LAKE)*log(PARK) 
log(LAKE)*log(INDUS) 
log(LAKE)*log(COMM) 
log(LAKE)*log(WDIST) 
log(PARK)*log(INDUS) 
log(PARK)*log(COMM) 
log(PARK)*log(WDIST) 
logaNDUSrlog(COMM) 
log(INDUS)*log(WDIST) 
log(COMM)*log(WDIST) 
Estimate 
-9.414 
3.121 
-2.217 
-1.185 
-0.966 
-7.401 
-3.194 
5.228 
-9.941 
-12.736 
5.495 
-0.158 
2.706 
-7.122 
4.916 
10.906 
5.434 
9.004 
-22.025 
-35.065 
-7.656 
-8.036 
8.354 
12.313 
-3.123 
-5.821 
36.880 
-32.190 
-34.042 
10.726 
22.294 
0.767 
t-statistic 
-1.866 
0.644 
-0.786 
-0.353 
-0.472 
-0.770 
-0.543 
0.423 
-0.714 
-1.343 
0.493 
-0.047 
0.915 
-1.158 
0.683 
2.319 
1.249 
1.399 
-1.562 
-2.368 
-1.023 
-0.988 
0.487 
0.764 
-0.418 
-0.680 
1.116 
-1.484 
-1.575 
0.664 
0.962 
0.082 50 
Using simple derivative rules, the marginal implicit prices for the log transformed 
variables can be calculated by the given price level times the coefficient estimates 
divided by the given attribute levels. Similarly, the marginal implicit prices for the 
variables without log transformation, such as TTLSF, AGE and ELEV, can be derived 
by the given price level times the coefficient estimates. 
For example, evaluated at the mean house value and mean distance, the 
marginal implicit price for the distance to the nearest wetland is 
(0.0167*$121,176)/3,626 = $0.558; moving 1,000 feet closer increases the average 
house value by $558, ceteris paribus.11 The marginal implicit price for reducing the 
distance to the nearest lake by 1,000 feet, evaluated at the mean house value, indicates 
an increase in house value of $175. 
The positive coefficient signs for INDUS and COMM represent that the 
negative effects of proximity, such as congestion, noise and pollution, surpass the 
positive effects like easy access to shopping and low commuting costs. The marginal 
implicit price of increasing the distance to the nearest industrial zone by 1,000 feet 
yields a $485 increase in house value. Similarly, the marginal implicit price for the 
distance to the nearest commercial district indicates that increasing the distance by 
1,000 feet raises the house value of $1,276. 
Given the coefficient estimate for TTLSF of 0.0002, the increase in total 
structure square footage by 500 implies a $12,118 increase in housing price. As a 
house gets older each year, the house price decreases by $109 if other conditions are 
1 1  This result is quite comparable to the estimate by Mahan et al. (2000). They estimate the marginal 
implicit price for reducing the distance to the nearest wetland by 1,000 feet as $436. 51 
equal. Increasing the house elevation by 50 feet yields a $1,212 increase in house 
value. 
While estimating the marginal implicit prices based on the benchmark 
parametric specification is computationally easy and provides concise information 
about the association among the variables, additive nonparametric estimation provides 
more complex information on the contribution of an individual housing attribute on 
the housing price. 
11.5.3  Nonparametric Approach for the Estimation of Implicit Prices 
One of the important features of the linear model is the interpretation 
capability that has made it so popular for statistical inference. Given the additive 
structure, the linear model provides the price effect of each housing attribute 
separately in the absence of interaction terms. The nonparametric model used in this 
study keeps this important additive feature. Once it is fitted, the additive 
nonparametric model examines the variation of the fitted housing price by one housing 
attribute holding all others fixed. The estimated functions from the additive 
nonparametric model can be viewed as the analogues of the coefficients in linear 
regression. Note that E[md(xd)] = 0 is implicitly assumed in (13), because otherwise 
there will be constants in each of the functions. The estimated nonparametric 
regression functions in figure 11.2 show the influence of the structural and 
environmental attributes of housing on the housing prices. Overall, the influence 
patterns that could not be captured through the benchmark parametric specification are 
readily identified.
	52 
The estimated functions for total structure square, garage and lot square 
footage on housing price have reasonable shapes, with exceptions of the erratic 
behaviors attributable to the boundary effect variability. Panel 1 shows that in the 
range between 500 and 2,000, where most of the data on total structure square footage 
is concentrated, the smooth is monotonically increasing and slightly convex. As the 
total structure square footage gets smaller than 1,000 square footage, the housing price 
falls at a higher rate. Panel 2 displays that the positive garage square footage has a 
positive impact but is not an important factor in determining housing prices, especially 
in the range between 200 and 600 square footage. Panel 3 shows that in the range 
between 4,000 and 10,000, where most of the data on lot square footage is 
concentrated the estimated smooth is increasing but at a decreasing rate with the 
positive effect dying out at about 10,000 square feet. 
The effect of age of house on prices is generally decreasing. The fitted 
function shows the relatively fast rate of depreciation for the first 20 years, which is 
clearly captured on panel 4. The effect of age on prices seems to level off until 45 
years when it becomes stronger once again. Somewhat surprisingly, there seems to be 
a high housing price effect around 65 years. Predictions for the age effects of house 
on prices from the parametric and nonparametric models could lead in this case to 
fairly different results. The elevation effect in panel 5 provides another increasing 
association that could not be captured by the parametric estimation. The fitted 
function that shows the price gain at extremely low elevation may imply the premium 
paid for water (river or lake) front houses at lower elevation. At the range between 
100 and 350 feet, where the majority of the data is collected, the housing price 53 
increases as the elevation rises. Higher prices at higher elevations are a standard 
characteristic of many U.S. housing markets. 
The price effects of distance to the central business district for the parametric 
and nonparametric models are quite different. Once again, the very sharp initial 
decline on prices as a typical house 'moves' away from the central business district is 
largely unaccounted for by the parametric model. The effect is rather strong until 
about 27,000 feet when it starts to die out. The smooth representing the effect of 
distance to the nearest industrial zone on prices confirms the expected sign for the 
variable. The positive association between distance to the nearest industrial zone and 
prices shows that industrial zones are normally perceived as pollution sources, and 
therefore their proximity is viewed as an undesirable location for houses. Distance to 
the nearest commercial district appears to be another attribute in which the parametric 
regression fails to fully capture its patterns of association with the house price. House 
prices increase as distance to commercial area increases. This positive association 
reverses when the house is more than 3,000 feet away from a commercial area. House 
prices increase as houses move away from commercial areas because residents place 
negative valuations on congestion and noise that are normally associated with 
commercial areas. However, as commercial areas become 'too far,' the increased 
transportation cost reverses the association between price and distance, producing 
declining prices as distance to commercial area increases. 
The effect of distance to an improved park on house price is somewhat difficult 
to interpret. Even though it was expected that the house price would increase with 
proximity to parks, an overall association with distance to nearest park seems to be a 54 
positive one. The estimated function for the size of the nearest wetland is also
	
counterintuitive. While the size of 30 acres has a strong price effect, the overall 
association seems unclear. As expected, the price of a typical house falls as the 
distance to the nearest wetland increases. 
11.5.4  Price Predictions 
Although generating the better estimates of the conditional regression mean is 
often regarded as the primary goal of applied econometrics, to many a goal of equal 
importance is the production of good economic predictions. This section provides a 
comparison of the in-sample prediction performances of the benchmark parametric 
model versus the additive nonparametric regression. The total of 1,871 actual and 
predicted prices from the estimated models are used for the comparison. 
There are several ways of measuring prediction accuracy and also comparing 
one prediction method to another. I use here three widely accepted measures: the root 
mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and Theirs U statistic. The 
root mean squared error is the square root of the average of the squared values of the 
prediction errors and implicitly weights large prediction errors more heavily than 
small ones. The root mean squared error is given: 
1  x--,
RMSE=  2,(,-3),)2  (15) 
n , 
where )7, is the actual housing price, and j), is the fitted price from the regression 
models. The mean absolute error is the average of the absolute values of the 
prediction errors and is defined as: 55 
MAE =  (16) 
n 
Also used is the Theil's U statistic12, which is the square root of the ratio of the mean 
squared error of the predicted change to the average squared actual change, for 
assessing the predictive accuracy. It is defined as: 
U=  (17) 
Table 11.7 presents the prediction performance comparison of the benchmark 
parametric model and the additive nonparametric regression model. To enable the 
comparison of the models, the log of price is used as the dependent variable for all 
models. The second column shows the prediction errors for the benchmark parametric 
model. The third column provides the prediction errors for the additive nonparametric 
regression model. 
Table 11.7 Prediction Performances of the Benchmark Parametric (BP) 
versus the Additive Nonparametric Regression (NP) 
Measure of Accuracy  BP  NP 
RMSE  0.1009  0.0870 
MAE  0.0767  0.0656 
Theil's U statistic  0.0201  0.0173 
12  For a perfect predictioner, the statistic is zero. A value of unity corresponds to a prediction of "no 
change". 56 
The additive nonparametric regression model provides smaller prediction 
errors than the benchmark parametric specification in the RMSE, MAE and Theil's U 
statistic comparisons. The nonparametric regression model has about 13.8 % lower 
RMSE, 14.5 % lower MAE, and 13.9 % lower Theil's U statistic than those of the 
benchmark parametric specification. These results may not be surprising given the 
nature of nonparametric estimation that can be represented by the tradeoff relationship 
between bias and variance. One may even further increase the prediction accuracy of 
nonparametric regression by choosing the smoothing parameter to be extremely small 
to increase the fit of regression at the cost of efficiency.' 3 Choosing the degree of 
smooth governed by smoothing parameter is analogous to the question of how many 
regressors to put in a regression equation (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990). Hence, more 
rigorous prediction comparisons between a parametric and a nonparametric regression 
based on the same degrees of freedom would be rather desirable. 
11.6 Discussion 
This study uses flexible parametric and additive nonparametric regressions to 
estimate the implicit prices in a hedonic price model using residential sales data from 
Portland, Oregon. The benchmark parametric specification for the hedonic price 
function is carefully chosen via the estimation of the Box-Cox and Wooldridge 
transformations. Similar to previous hedonic price studies, a log-linear parametric 
specification is selected as the benchmark parametric model. The specification is 
13 See Simonoff (1996) for the tradeoff between bias and variance in smoothing methods. 57 
preferred to other obvious parametric alternatives.
	
The additive nonparametric regression model is able to identify the patterns of 
dependencies among variables that a reasonably chosen parametric model could not 
reveal. The additive nonparametric approach overcomes the shortcomings of purely 
parametric and purely nonparametric regression models. First, from a practical point 
of view, the fitted functions are easy to interpret and visualize the contribution of 
housing attributes to prices as the classical linear models. Second, from a statistical 
perspective, several drawbacks of a fully nonparametric design, such as a slow rate of 
convergence and the curse of dimensionality, are avoided. The estimation methods 
used in this study can be extended to a variety of settings in applied economics. 
Nonparametric regression is by no means a substitute for the traditional 
parametric approaches. Rather, nonparametric and parametric regressions should be 
viewed as useful complements. Among important uses of nonparametric methods are 
exploratory data analysis and model building. It is possible to use nonparametric 
estimation methods for an exploratory analysis before one chooses parametric 
modeling. The appropriate use of nonparametric methods in conjunction with the 
conventional parametric modeling can often provide much better understanding and 
interpretation of the data. 
There are several fundamental limitations of this study that can be improved. 
First, this study does not construct meaningful confidence intervals and does not 
perform rather basic hypothesis testing in the additive nonparametric regression. 
Second, implementing a more rigorous comparison of the predictive power between 
the nonparametric and parametric models is an unresolved issue in this study. 58 
Selecting the smoothing parameter, which governs the tradeoff between bias and 
variance, is identical to choosing the same degrees of freedom in parametric models. 
With the same level of degrees of freedom, one would allow more reasonable 
prediction comparisons. 59 
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CHAPTER III 
IMPLICIT PRICE ESTIMATION OF VEHICLE EMISSION
	
ATTRIBUTES VIA A HEDONIC PRICE APPROACH
	
HU Introduction 
While the contribution of individual vehicle is small, in many metropolitan 
areas, the personal vehicle is the single largest source of air pollution because there are 
millions of vehicles on the road. In Portland, Oregon, emissions from motor vehicles 
are a major source of air pollution. Vehicles produce 41 percent of ground-level 
ozone (smog) and 60 percent of carbon monoxide emissions in the region (Oregon 
Department of Environmental Quality, 1997a). In Los Angeles, vehicles contribute up 
to 70 percent of the precursors that create ground-level ozone (Kahn, 1998). The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates that vehicles contribute between 
35 and 70 percent of smog-forming emissions and 90 percent or more of carbon 
monoxide emissions in typical metropolitan areas. Ambient concentrations of one or 
more of these vehicle pollutants, such as carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon, exceed 
national air quality standards in virtually every major urban area of the country. 
Pollutants from vehicle emissions have raised serious public health concerns. 
Carbon monoxide, which results from incomplete combustion of fuel and is emitted 
directly from vehicle tailpipes, affects daily life by reducing exercise capacity, visual 
perception, and ability to perform complex tasks. In 1992, carbon monoxide levels 
exceeded the federal air quality standard in 20 U.S. cities, home to more than 14 
million people (EPA, 1993a). Ozone, which is formed in the atmosphere through a 64 
complex set of chemical reactions involving hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, and 
sunlight, is responsible for choking, coughing, and stinging eyes associated with 
smog. Children are especially vulnerable to ozone's harmful effects, as are adults with 
existing disease. Hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides come from a great variety of 
industrial and combustion processes such as cars, buses, trucks, and off-highway 
mobile sources. Given these serious public health consequences, restricting vehicle 
emissions has been a major goal in many metropolitan areas to meet the increasingly 
stringent ambient air quality standards and thus has contributed to recent air quality 
improvement in some areas. 
There are several studies that measure the benefits of air quality improvement 
(Hall et al., 1992; Kahn, 1996a; Small and Kazimi, 1995). Estimating the benefits of 
cleaner air due to the vehicle emission regulations involves several steps that should 
be taken into account separately. The relationship between aggregate vehicle 
emissions and ambient air quality must be identified because ambient air quality 
depends on the amount of pollutants emitted from different sources. The resulting 
changes in air quality have various impacts on people (e.g., cough and lung cancer), 
plants (e.g., growth rate), animals (e.g, ecological change), climates (e.g., global 
warming), and the economic value of these impacts must be considered to estimate the 
benefits of cleaner air. 
This study does not attempt to directly measure the benefits of cleaner air due 
to vehicle emission regulations. Instead, the objective of this study is to estimate 
people's willingness to pay for vehicle emission reductions that may be caused by the 
stringent vehicle emission regulations. Vehicle exhaust emissions are expected to 65 
have a negative effect on vehicle prices because strict emission regulations impose 
additional maintenance costs on the drivers of high polluting vehicles. The 
relationships between vehicle prices and vehicle emission attributes, such as 
hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions, are examined using a hedonic price 
approach. By estimating the implicit prices of vehicle emission attributes, this study 
seeks to help understand the potential relationship between vehicle emissions and 
vehicle prices. The results of this study can be used in the construction of the demand 
schedule for vehicle exhaust emission reductions and further used in welfare analysis 
associated with the change in vehicle emission regulations. The empirical finding of 
this study is unique in that none of previous studies try to estimate the implicit prices 
of vehicle's emission attributes. 
In fact, there is some indication of a negative association between vehicle 
emissions and vehicle prices. Various public policies restricting vehicle emissions 
make operating high polluting vehicles to be more expensive and undesirable. For 
example, many states design and operate vehicle inspection and maintenance 
programs in accordance with national policy set by the EPA. Vehicle inspection and 
maintenance programs are designed to ensure that used vehicles stay clean through 
periodic emission checks and required repairs. The average repair cost for vehicles 
that fail to pass the required emission tests is reported to be about $180 in Portland, 
Oregon area.14 The EPA estimates the average repair bill nationwide to be about $50 
to $70 per vehicle that fails the test depending upon the cause of failure (EPA, 1993b). 
14 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) estimated average repair costs of a $75 for the 
basic inspection and a $180 for the enhanced vehicle inspection program which was required in 
Portland area in early 1998 (DEQ, 1997b). 66 
These estimates imply that lower vehicle emissions may obtain a premium in order to 
avoid the potentially high repair costs and frequent smog-check requirements. In 
addition, depending on future technology, proposed long-term environmental policies 
focus on the use of "on-road" emission testing, such as remote sensing, to control 
mobile source emissions (EPA, 1993C). Unlike other measures of vehicle emissions, 
remote sensing does not need to be physically connected to the vehicle. Enforcing 
dirty on-road vehicles to further testing and repair will make operating high polluting 
cars even more costly. Public awareness of environmental issues, such as ozone 
depletion15 and global warming, also could be a reason for the premium of cleaner 
vehicles. Recognizing all these possibilities, the main goal of this study is to find 
empirical evidence on the relationship between vehicle emissions and vehicle prices. 
Hedonic price modeling has been widely used in applied economics to 
examine the association between prices and various attributes of marketed goods such 
as residential houses, automobiles, and personal computers. Hedonic price analysis in 
general uses market prices at which the value of different bundles of attributes is 
reflected. By varying the level of one attribute holding all other attributes constant, 
one can reveal the marginal value of that attribute which cannot be sold or bought 
separately in the market and thus has no observable price. 
Hedonic price analysis has been used to estimate the implicit prices for sets of 
structural, neighborhood, and environmental attributes of housing. Air quality is the 
focus of the classic hedonic price study by Harrison and Rubinfeld (1978). More 
15 Ozone depletion is related to the stratospheric ozone layer that protects the earth from harmful 
ultraviolet rays. It should not be confused with ground-level ozone (smog). 67 
recently, Lansford and Jones (1995) use hedonic price analysis to estimate the 
recreational value for a central Texas lake. Mahan et al. (2000) estimate the value of 
wetland amenities in the Portland, Oregon. Hartog and Bierens (1989) estimate the 
effects of labor characteristics, such as education and job level, to explain earnings' 
differentials. Although most of hedonic price models are applied to housing and labor 
market analysis, the examples of hedonic price analysis are not limited to these types 
of studies. The hedonic price model has been used to estimate the implicit prices of 
rice quality attributes such as color, aroma and flavor (Goodwin et al., 1996). Also, 
Salayo et al. (1999) use a hedonic price model to estimate the implicit price of prawn 
and shrimp attributes such as freshness, discoloration and carbohydrate content. This 
study extends the application of hedonic price study in order to estimate the implicit 
prices of vehicle emission attributes. 
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 111.2 provides an overview of the 
federal automobile emission regulation that has contributed to the reduced vehicle 
emissions as the vehicle fleet gets newer. Section B1.3 describes and summarizes the 
data. Section 111.4 provides empirical models and estimation results. This section 
starts with the flexible parametric functional form specifications for the hedonic price 
model via the Box-Cox (1964) and Wooldridge (1992) transformations. Estimation 
results from the flexible parametric specifications as well as the OLS estimator are 
used to find the benchmark parametric specification for the data. Commonly used 
tests are applied to guarantee the robustness of the benchmark parametric 
specification. Also, an additive nonparametric regression popularized by Hastie and 
Tibshirani (1990) is estimated as an alternative to the benchmark parametric 68 
specification. Section 111.5 provides the estimates of marginal implicit prices for
	
various vehicle attributes. A brief discussion follows in section III.6. 
111.2 An Overview of Federal Automobile Emission Regulation 
Since the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, the regulation of vehicle 
emissions has become progressively more stringent. New cars must meet the federal 
emission standards before they are sold because car makers who manufacture cars 
polluting beyond the federal emission standards may face a product recall (Kahn, 
1996b). There have been several milestones for the vehicle emission control. This 
section provides an overview of historic automobile emissions regulations. 
Air pollution and cars were first linked in the early 1950's by a California 
researcher who blamed traffic for the smoggy skies over Los Angeles, where residents 
suffered from the worst smog problem in the U.S. (EPA, 1993"). At that time, typical 
new cars were emitting nearly 13 grams per mile hydrocarbon (HC), 87 grams per 
mile carbon monoxide (CO), and 3.6 grams per mile nitrogen oxides (NO). Since the 
Clean Air Act Amendment of 1970 which set the minimum ambient air quality levels 
to be obtained regardless of cost, the emission control policies have become 
continuously more stringent. The Clean Air Act Amendment of 1970 called for 
substantial reductions in automotive emissions. New cars had to meet 0.41 gram per 
mile HC standard, 3.4 grams per mile CO standard, and 1.0 grams per mile NO 
standard by 1976. The law also directed EPA to set health-based "National Ambient 
Air Quality Standard" for several pollutants, all of which is present in vehicle 
emissions to some degree. The coming of catalytic converters in 1975, which have 69 
been mandatory on all new cars manufactured within the U.S. since the early 1980's, 
dramatically reduced hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions. 
Vehicle emissions were further reduced by the provision of the 1990 Clean Air 
Act Amendment, which required tighter tailpipe standards, improved control of 
evaporative emissions, and computerized diagnostic systems that identify 
malfunctioning emission control. Two sets of standards, Tier 1 and Tier 2, have been 
defined in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. Tier I standards were phased in 
between 1994 and 1997. In 1994, the federal certification standards for exhaust 
emissions were changed to 0.25 gram per mile for HC, 3.4 grams per mile for CO, and 
0.4 grams per mile for NO for light-duty passenger cars and trucks (EPA Exhaust 
Emission Certification Standard, 1998). In 1998, the EPA prepared a Tier II Report to 
the U.S. Congress, concluding that there was a need for emission reduction beyond 
that provided by the Tier I standard. Tier II standards will take effect in 2004. The 
proposed average emission standards are 0.008 gram per mile for HC, 1.7 grams per 
mile for CO, and 0.07 grams per mile for NO,. Under the proposal, different standard 
for different vehicle weight classes will be ultimately eliminated. 
New vehicles sold in the U.S. must meet the stringent emission standards 
above, but they can only retain this low-emission profile if the emission control 
systems are functioning properly. In fact, the average car on the road is presumed to 
emit three to four times more pollution than the standards allowed for new cars. Used 
vehicles that are poorly maintained or that have malfunctioning emission control 
systems can often exceed those standards. One recent report by EPA (EPAb, 1993) 70 
shows that roughly 10 to 30 percent of used vehicles cause the majority of the vehicle 
emission problems. 
Vehicle inspection and maintenance programs are one of the most effective 
policy tools to reduce hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions from used 
vehicles. These programs implement periodic vehicle checks and required repairs for 
the vehicles that fail to pass the test. Once a vehicle is repaired, the vehicle should be 
re-tested. With the requirements for cleaner vehicles and cleaner fuels, vehicle 
inspection and maintenance programs contribute to major reductions in vehicle 
pollution. 
111.3 Data 
This study uses a micro data set that contains 1,842 vehicle emission test 
records along with used car prices. Two sets of data are combined for this study; 
automobile emission records from the Vehicle Inspection Program of Oregon 
Department of Environmental Quality and used car prices from the National 
Automobile Dealer Association Official Used Car Guide (September, 1997). 
EPA designates areas that violate federal health-based standards for outdoor air 
pollution on more than a specified number of days per year as nonattainment areas. 
To be considered in attainment, an area must demonstrate that the air quality 
improvements are permanent and enforceable to meet the federal air quality health 
standards. As one of a number of strategies16 to meet air quality standards, Oregon 
16 Clean Air Strategies for mobile source pollution include the expansion of the Vehicle Inspection 
Program boundary, Employee Commute Options, emission standards for non-road engines, etc. 71 
Department of Environmental Quality requires all passenger vehicles within the 
Portland program boundaries to have a Vehicle Inspection Program Certificate of 
Compliance to be registered. Currently, cars and light trucks within the boundaries 
must be tested every two years. 
The vehicle emission data comes from the vehicles tested between August and 
September of 1997 at differently located test centers in Portland, Oregon. A randomly 
selected sample of 1,842 cars and light trucks is used for this study. Among many 
aspects available about the vehicles, I use information related to the exhaust 
emissions: the levels of hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide, the sum of carbon monoxide 
and carbon dioxide emissions, model year, existences of catalytic converter and air 
pump, engine size, mileage and number of cylinders. 
Then, estimated used car prices are merged with the vehicle emission data. 
Unlike residential housing market, observing market prices for used vehicles is almost 
impossible. The suggested retail price from the National Automobile Dealer 
Association Official Used Car Guide is used as a proxy for the market price. These 
prices are suggested for used cars and light trucks in Oregon and Washington in 
September of 1997 when most vehicles in the emission data were tested. These prices 
are based on information on vehicles bought and sold at an auction, complied 
information from used automobile dealers, auto shows, trade periodicals, vehicle 
classifieds and advisory boards. 
It is worthwhile to note that the prices used in this study are not observed 
market prices. The price variable represents the average price of certain type of 
vehicles by model year. While it is desirable to use observed market prices according 72 
to economic theory, using the proxy variable of prices does not cause any problem 
from an estimation perspective. As long as the regressors are measured correctly, 
measurement error on the dependent variable, which is the price, can be absorbed in 
the error term of the regression and ignored (Greene, 1998). 
Figure III.1 presents an estimated nonparametric density function for used 
vehicle prices. It shows that the used vehicle price has a primary mode around $3,000 
and has a highly skewed tail as the price rises. 
Figure III.1  Gaussian Kernel Density Estimation for the Vehicle Prices 
5 6 
Vehicle Price in Dollars (h= 1127.003)  x 104 73 
Table III.1 presents the description of the data. Price and 13 vehicle attributes 
used in this study are defined and explained. One of the interesting features of the 
data is that it contains information related to major automobile exhaust emissions. 
These variables are hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide, and the sum of carbon monoxide 
and carbon dioxide, which are defined as HC, CO, and COX, respectively. Also, 
various structural attributes of vehicles are included, such as the age of vehicle, 
odometer reading, engine size, number of cylinders, type of transmission, existence of 
catalytic converter, fuel injector, and air pump. 
Table  Definition of the Variables 
Variable		 Description 
AGE		 Model year subtracted from 1997 
MILE		 Mileage in thousands from the odometer reading 
ENGIN		 Engine size measured by the engine's cubic centimeter displacement 
HC		 Hydrocarbon emission measured by parts per million while revved at
	
2,500 rpm
	
CO  Carbon monoxide emission measured by the percentage of total
	
volume of emission gas while revved at 2,500 rpm
	
COX  Carbon monoxide plus carbon dioxide emission measured by the
	
percentage of total volume of emission gas while revved at 2,500 rpm 
CYL4  Dummy variable for 4 cylinder vehicle (1 if 4 cylinders, 0 otherwise) 
CYL6		 Dummy variable for 6 cylinder vehicle (1 if 6 cylinders, 0 otherwise) 
CYL8  Dummy variable for 8 cylinder vehicle (1 if 8 cylinders, 0 otherwise) 
AUTO  Dummy variable for automatic transmission vehicle 
(1 if automatic, 0 otherwise) 
CATAL  Dummy variable for catalytic converter 
(1 if catalytic converter, 0 otherwise) 
FLINJ  Dummy variable for vehicle with fuel injector 
(1 if fuel injector, 0 otherwise) 
AIRPM  Dummy variable for vehicle with air pump (1 if air pump, 0 otherwise) 
PRICE		 Used car price of September, 1997 from National Automobile Dealer
	
Association
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Summary statistics for the data is provided in table 111. 2. The vehicles pollute,
	
on average, 54 parts per million (ppm) of hydrocarbon emission while revving at 2500 
rpm. Also they pollute 0.75 and 13.75 percents of carbon monoxide and the sum of 
carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, respectively. 
Table 111.2 Descriptive Statistics of the Data 
Variable  Mean  Std. Dev.  Minimum  Maximum
	
AGE  7.991  3.814  1  16
	
MILE  90.055  46.923  1  385
	
ENGIN  2903.860  1263.809  999  7538
	
HC  54.196  112.882  1  2000
	
CO  0.747  0.734  0.010  9.930
	
COX  13.754  2.042  2.100  21.100
	
CYL4  0.490  0.500  0  1
	
CYL6  0.367  0.482  0  1
	
CYL8  0.130  0.336  0  1
	
AUTO  0.584  0.493  0  1
	
CATAL  0.995  0.074  0  1
	
FLINJ  0.796  0.403  0  1
	
AIRPM  0.413  0.492  0  1
	
PRICE  6120.071  4782.745  725  50175
	
The program's used vehicle emission standard for hydrocarbon is 220 ppm for 
cars and light trucks in Oregon. The emission standard for carbon monoxide is 1 
percent of total volume of emission gas. For the sum of carbon monoxide and carbon 
dioxide, the emission has to exceed 6 percents of total volume of emission gas to pass 75 
the test.17 Too small value of COX is an indication that the vehicle exhaust emission 
system does not work properly due to some problems, for example, a leakage in the 
emission control system caused by deterioration. The average age of the vehicles is 
about 8; the mode of the model year is 1989. The average engine size is about 
2,900cc. About half of the vehicles have 4 cylinders. More than half of them has 
automatic transmission and a fuel injector. Due to the regulation, most vehicles have a 
catalytic converter. About 43% of the vehicles have an air pump. The average price 
of the used vehicles is $6,120 in that studied area. The nonparametric kernel density 
estimation results for selected vehicle attributes are provided in Appendix B. The 
smoothing parameter selections are based on the Silverman's rule of thumb method. 
111.4 Empirical Modeling and Estimation 
ru.4.1 The Benchmark Parametric Estimation 
Suppose that there is an element in a class of differentiated products which can 
be represented by a vector of D attributes, X = (X1, X2, ... , XD)' E X C 9e. The vector 
of attributes identifying the tth product is denoted by x which determines an associated 
market price yt, via a hedonic price function m(x): x  9i', given by 
y = m(x).  (18) 
Given differentiability of m(x) with respect to x in x, Vxm(x) provides a vector of 
implicit prices for the D product attributes. 
17 Note that the standard for COX shows the minimum level of the exhaust emission, while the 
standards for HC and CO limit the maximum amounts. 76 
Consider a regression model 
yr = m(x/) + et,  t = 1, 2, ..., n,  (19) 
where yt is a nonnegative vehicle price, xt is a (D x 1) vector of independent variables 
composed of vehicle attributes and Et forms a sequence of an independent random 
errors satisfying E(Etl X/ = xt) = 0, and Var(etlXt = xt) = o2(xt) > 0. 
Generally, the estimation of this model is done by assuming some known 
parametric specification for the regression function, m), for example, m(xt ;/3) for # E 
S c 9 fi,  and S is a parameter space. In this way, the class of functions describing the 
true underlying data generating process is constrained, allowing the use of some 
parametric estimation method to estimate E(y1IXt = .r, ; #). Most of the parametric 
specifications for m(x, ; /3) in the hedonic price literature are linear in A These 
specifications include pseudo non-linear models that involve logarithmic 
transformations of dependent and/or independent variables and the more general Box-
Cox transformations. 
The transformation proposed by Box and Cox (1964)18 specifies the 
conditional mean of a transformation of yt given xt as 
E(yt(2)I Xt = xt) = xt#,  for A E 91 and # E 9,  (20) 
where, 
(Y;1 1)  A # 0,
Y t (2) ={  A  (21) 
log(y,),  A = 0. 
18 The Box-Cox and Wooldridge transformations are discussed in more detail in chapter II of this thesis. 77 
Note that, depending upon the value of ?c, the Box-Cox transformation contains the 
linear (X = 1) and logarithmic (X = 0) transformations as special cases. 
Wooldridge (1992) proposes an alternative to the Box-Cox transformation, 
based on a truly nonlinear specification of m(xt ; A. For strictly positive y, the 
Wooldridge transformation models E(yr  Xr  = xt) as I 
{[1 + Ax,fi]"a  A # 0,
E(y,IX, = x, ) =  (22)
exp(x, )3),  A = 0. 
The Wooldridge transformation is quite flexible including many of the commonly 
assumed functional forms for E(yt I X1 = x1). For example, it contains the linear (X = 
1), exponential (X = 0), and reciprocal (X = 1) models as special cases. 
The ordinary least squares (OLS) method is the most frequently used when one 
is interested in estimating a conditional mean function. Thus, I report the estimation 
results of the OLS model as well as the Box-Cox and Wooldridge transformations in 
table B1.3. 
The coefficient signs for the vehicle attributes have in general similar patterns 
in all three models. Overall, the signs of the coefficients verify that the price of a used 
car increases as the car has better structural attributes and decreases as the car pollutes 
more. Among the 13 vehicle attributes, four of them have negative signs in all three 
models. They are AGE, HC, CO and AUTO.  The age of vehicle has a negative 
association with the vehicle price. Also, the result that HC and CO have negative 
coefficients in all three models provides evidence that the vehicle exhaust emissions 
may reduce the vehicle price, ceteris paribus. The positive coefficient for COX seems 
reasonable, given that too low value of the variable indicates the problems in vehicle 78 
emission system. According to the estimation results, the value of a used car increases 
as the car is newer and less driven, if all other conditions are the same. Also, as the 
used car has bigger engine size, more cylinders, manual transmission, and fuel 
injector, the price of the vehicle increases, ceteris paribus. All three models show that 
the existence of the catalytic converter and air pump has a positive impact on the used 
car price, but the effects are statistically insignificant. 
Regarding the choice of functional form, the estimation results from the Box-
Cox and Wooldridge models suggest that a semi-log model is an appropriate 
specification for the given data. The value of the transformation parameter in the Box-
Cox model is close to 0, x = -0.132, which reduces the model to a classical linear 
model with log of price as the dependent variable. In the Wooldridge specification, 
the value of transformation parameter is A = 0.048 which again suggests a semi-log 
specification. I apply the Lagrange multiplier test proposed by Wooldridge (1992) for 
an exponential model. Given a x2 statistic of 0.493, it fails to reject the exponential 
model, which reduces the Wooldridge's specification to a log-linear model. From 
those flexible parametric functional form estimations, a semi-log model is found as the 
data-driven benchmark parametric specification: 
log(PRICE,)= )61+ f32AGE, + 133MILE, +  ENGIN + fl5HC, +/36CO3 ACOX 
+ ADCYL4, + ADCYL6, +flioDCYL8, + finDAUTO, + fluDCATAL,  (23) 
+ /313FLINJ, + 1314AIRPM + E, 
E(Et) = 0, Var(Et) = ci
2 > 0 for t = 1, 2, ..., n. Table 111.3 Estimation Results of the OLS, Box-Cox (BC), Wooldridge (WT) Models 
(Dependent Variable: PRICE; Number of Observations: 1,842) 
WT OLS  BC 
Estimate  Std. Error  t-statistic  Estimate  Std. Error  t-statistic Variable  Estimate  Std. Error  t-statistic 
6.01  5.24E+00  4.02E-01  13.04  1.08E+01  3.09E+00  3.48
CONST  8142.06  1355.13 
-4.97E-02  8.93E-03  -5.56  -2.18E-01  1.18E-01  -1.84
AGE  -871.89  27.26  -31.99 
-2.43  1.39E-04  6.90E-05  2.03  -9.09E-04  7.24E-04  -1.26
MILE  -4.56  1.88 
0.13  0.14  0.92  1.50E-05  6.00E-06  2.49  -1.30E-05  2.80E-05  -0.49
ENGIN 
HC  -0.24  0.66  -0.37  -6.30E-05  2.00E-05  -3.14  -6.60E-04  4.60E-04  -1.44 
101.22  -0.66  -7.81E-03  4.15E-03  -1.88  -4.04E-02  3.09E-02  -1.31
CO  -66.74 
COX  181.67  39.05  4.65  1  8.23E-03  2.13E-03  3.87  7.36E-02  4.15E-02  1.77 
1.41 1348.21  r  642.61  2.10  6.17E-02  2.01E-02  3.07  4.61E-01  3.28E-01 CYL4 
3.69  1.21E-01  3.03E-02  4.01  8.97E-01  5.39E-01  1.66
CYL6  2646.52  716.75 
CYL8  4386.95  889.76  4.93  1.80E-01  4.72E-02  3.81  1.37E+00  7.98E-01  1.71 
-1.63
AUTO  -239.87  158.52  -1.51  -3.15E-02  7.67E-03  -4.11  -1.02E-01  6.24E-02 
-0.25
CATAL  847.65  995.25  0.85  -2.99E-02  5.34E-02  -0.56  -9.91E-02  4.00E-01 
4.11E-02  9.17E-03  4.48  1.01E-01  8.46E-02
FLINJ  -517.72  221.72  -2.34  1.19 
AIRPM  108.52  158.74  0.68  4.10E-03  5.61E-03  0.73  5.05E-02  3.98E-02  1.27 
R2  0.60  -
1.11E-01  1.98E-02  5.60

Sigma (a) 
6.05E-02  0.79 - -1.32E-01  2.10E-02  -6.28  4.77E-02
Lambda (X)  _ 80 
Table IR.4 presents the estimation results for the benchmark parametric 
specification. The signs of most coefficients coincide with the ex-ante signs. Four 
variables have negative coefficients: AGE, HC, CO and AUTO. Again, the negative 
coefficients of the vehicle emissions imply that there is a negative association between 
vehicle emissions and vehicle prices. Also, R2 is higher in the benchmark parametric 
model (0.779) than in the OLS model (0.603) in table Ill.3. The benchmark 
parametric model better explains the variation of the dependent variable than the OLS 
model in table 111.3. The implicit price estimation and the interpretation will follow in 
section 111.5.1. 
Table 111.4 OLS Estimation of the Benchmark Parametric Model 
(Dependent Variable: log (PRICE); Number of Observations: 1,842) 
Variable  Estimate  Standard Error  t-statistic 
CONST  3.796E+00  6.690E-02  56.741 
AGE  -6.495E-02  1.346E-03  -48.266 
MILE  1.399E-04  9.254E-05  1.511 
ENGIN  4.302E-05  7.091E-06  6.066 
HC  -7.166E-05  3.234E-05  -2.216 
CO  -1.126E-02  4.997E-03  -2.253 
COX  1.238E-02  1.928E-03  6.423 
CYL4  5.728E-02  3.172E-02  1.806 
CYL6  1.025E-01  3.538E-02  2.897 
CYL8  1.407E-01  4.393E-02  3.203 
AUTO  -4.117E-02  7.826E-03  -5.261 
CATAL  3.266E-03  4.913E-02  0.066 
FLINJ  4.363E-02  1.095E-02  3.986 
AIRPM  5.522E-03  7.837E-03  0.705 
R2  0.779 81 
BI.4.2 The Additive Nonparametric Estimation 
An alternative to the parametric specification is to proceed without strong 
assumption on the parametric functional form. In this study, I apply an additive 
nonparametric regression model in which the response is modeled as the sum of 
smooth functions of the regressors. The regression model I consider can be described 
by 
D 
y, = E(y,IX a = x, X ,2 = Xt2,.  , X tD = XtD)+ et = Enid (Xtd)+ et, (24) 
d=1 
where yt is the vehicle prices, (xtr ,xt2,..., -Kip), for t = 1, 2, , n, is a sequence of 
realization of an identically and independently distributed random variable 
representing vehicle attributes and Et forms a sequence of realizations of an identically 
and independently distributed random error satisfying E(E, Iizil, X12 , ..., XrD ) =0 and 
V(et fril , Xt2 9 9 XtD )= 62 for t = 1, 2, ..., n.19 The additive model is more flexible than 
parametric linear models in that it provides an ability to capture nonlinearities that 
might be missed in standard parametric linear models. At the same time, the additive 
model is more interpretable than general (non-additive) multivariate nonparametric 
models because of its additive nature. The function md(xd) in equation (24) are 
unspecified in form and are estimated using the backfitting (Gauss-Seidel) algorithm 
of Friedman and Stuetzel (1981). Detailed estimation procedures are provided in 
chapter II of this thesis. 
19  Chapter II of this thesis provides detailed assumptions on the additive nonparametric regression 
model. 82 
I estimate the following semiparametric version of (24), 
log(PRICE ,) =A + m2 (AGE,) + m3(MILE,)+ m4(ENGIN ,) + m5 (HC ,) + m6(CO ,) 
+ m7 (COX,) (23) + /38DCYL4, + /39DCYL6, + 13,0DCYL8, + fill DAUTO,  (25) 
+ /312 DCATAL, + 13 13FLINJ + fii4AIRPM + E, 
t = 1, 2, ..., n, E(et) = 0 and Var(Ea = 62 for all t. 
The estimation procedure starts with fitting a parametric linear regression via 
the OLS method including all regressors that appear in (25). The linear fits for the 
contribution of each regressor are then used as initial values on a backfitting 
algorithm. A local polynomial nonparametric regression is used to estimate the 
nonparametric specification. Regarding the choice of kernel used in the local 
1  u2
polynomial nonparametric regression, the Gaussian kernel, K(u) =  exp(--2 ) , is 
used. There are six nonparametric regressions that need to be calculated in each cycle 
of the algorithm. The smoothing parameters were chosen based on the Silverman's 
rule of thumb method. After implementing several combinations of smoothing 
parameters, the following set of smoothing parameters were selected. 
Table 111.5  Selected Smoothing Parameters 
Variable  Smoothing Parameter 
AGE  1.046 
MIT F.  11.331 
ENGIN  639.748 
HC  27.717 
CO  0.423 
COX  0.783 83 
Figure BI.3, panels 1 through 6, provides a graphical summary of contribution of 
vehicle attributes on price. To explain the sharp corners and spikes in the additive 
nonparametric fit, it presents the graphical representations of the estimated regression 
functions imposed on the plots of the additive partial residuals, 
K 
Yt  Eind(xdi)  IcZkt 
d=1,11* j  k=1 
111.5  Results and Analysis 
BI.5.1  Parametric Approach for the Estimation of Implicit Prices 
The benchmark parametric specification uses the log-transformed vehicle 
prices as the dependent variable. Hence, the coefficient estimates of the vehicle 
attributes from the benchmark parametric specification cannot be directly interpreted 
as the marginal implicit prices. The marginal implicit prices for the variables such as 
HC, CO and COX can be calculated by the given price level times the coefficient 
estimates. 
For example, evaluated at the mean vehicle value, the marginal implicit price 
for the hydrocarbon emission is given by -7.166E-05*$6120.071 = -$0.439. Reducing 
a 100 ppm of hydrocarbon emission increases the average vehicle value by $44, 
ceteris paribus. A high polluting vehicle, which emits a 500 ppm hydrocarbon 
emission, has on average a $123 lower vehicle value than the one which just passes 
the hydrocarbon emission standard of 220 ppm. 84 
Figure 111.2 Estimated Additive Nonparametric Regression Functions of
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Panel 2: Mileage
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Panel 4: Hydrocarbon Emission
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Panel 5: Carbon Monoxide Emission
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Panel 6: Carbon Monoxide and Carbon Dioxide Emission
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This estimation result is consistent with the hypothesis that the used vehicle 
value might have a negative association with the vehicle emission because high 
polluting vehicles encounter high repair costs. The estimates are quite comparable to 
the average repair cost between $75 and $180 for the vehicles that fail the required 
emission tests in the studied area. 
An increase in the carbon monoxide emission of a 1% of the total emission 
volume, evaluated at the mean vehicle price, indicates a decrease in the vehicle value 
of $69. A high polluting vehicle, which currently emits a 3% carbon monoxide of the 
total emission volume, has on average a $138 lower vehicle value than the one which 
just passes the carbon monoxide emission standard of 1%. Reducing the carbon 
monoxide emission by 1% of the total emission volume, for a vehicle with a $12,000 
value, increases the vehicle value by $135. Similarly, reducing the carbon monoxide 
emission by 1% of the total emission volume, for a vehicle with a $3,000 value, 
increases the vehicle value by $34. The marginal implicit price for the carbon 
monoxide emission rises as the value of car increases. 
The estimation results also indicate that the marginal implicit price of 
increasing COX by 1% of the total emission volume increase the vehicle price by $76 
which has the consistent sign with the definition of the variable. Evaluated at the 
mean vehicle price and the emission level, increasing the level of COX by 10% yields 
an estimate of $104 increase in the vehicle value. 
The negative coefficient signs for AGE and AUTO represent the negative 
effects of vehicle age and automatic transmission on used car price. As a vehicle of 
$6,120 value gets older each year, the vehicle price decreases by $397 on average, 91 
ceteris paribus. Similarly, the vehicle price decreases each year by $779 for vehicles 
with a $12,000 value, while the price decreases by $195 for vehicles with a $3,000 
value. The negative coefficient of AUTO is somewhat counterintuitive. Unlike new 
cars, used vehicles with automatic transmission have on average $252 lower vehicle 
values. This result implies that used vehicles with manually operated transmission 
might be preferred due to less maintenance costs and high gas mileage in general. 
Positive coefficients for CYL4, CYL6 and CYL8 show the premiums for the vehicles 
with more than 3 cylinders. The price increases are estimated as $351, $627 and $861 
for $6,120 valued vehicles with 4 cylinders, 6 cylinders and 8 cylinders, respectively. 
This result verifies that having more cylinders is one of the strongly preferred vehicle 
attributes. The coefficient estimates for MILE, CATAL and AIRPM are insignificant 
at 5% level. 
While estimating the marginal implicit prices based on the parametric 
specification delivers a concise summary of associations between vehicle price and 
attributes, the nonparametric estimation can provide more complex information on the 
relationships among the variables. The next section contains various patterns of the 
implicit prices estimated by the additive nonparametric estimation. 92 
111.5.2  Nonparametric Approach for the Estimation of Implicit Prices 
The estimated smooth for the influence of a vehicle's age on price has a 
reasonable shape. The negative slope of the fitted function for age of vehicle in panel 
1 can be easily understood. The vehicle price declines at a relatively faster rate 
between the age of 6 and 10. 
The effect of vehicle mileage on price is provided in panel 2. Interestingly, it 
shows that vehicle mileage has a minimal impact on the price, given that all other 
conditions are the same. The result is similar to the insignificant coefficient estimate 
in the parametric model. The estimation results imply that higher mileage receives 
relatively little discount compared to the age of vehicle, which shows a significant 
negative effect on prices. Without considering extreme values of more than 200,000, 
the highest price effect of vehicle mileage occurs around 60,000 miles. From the 
residual plots, it seems clear that the 'huge jumps' on the panels 2 are caused by 
isolated observations and are unlikely to represent any 'true' characteristic of the data 
generating process. 
Panel 3 shows that, in the range between 1,500 and 3,500 where most of the 
data on vehicle engine size are concentrated, the effect on price is positive but 
decreasing as engine size increases. As engine size exceeds 4,000 cubic centimeter, 
the price effect is relatively constant. The result is quite different from that of the 
parametric model that is unable to show this effect. 
The effect of vehicle hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions on prices is 
negative, which confirms the results from the benchmark parametric model. In panel 
4, most of the data on hydrocarbon emission is concentrated in the range between 0 93 
and 40. In that region, the smooth function is monotonically decreasing which support 
the benchmark parametric estimation result. This negative effect dies out as the 
hydrocarbon emission exceeds around 250 ppm. The high spike around 330 ppm 
hydrocarbon emission is due to unusual data points. 
Panel 5 shows that in the range between 0 and 0.3, where most of the carbon 
monoxide readings are present, the fitted function has a negative value as well. It is 
clear that the positive fitted value around extremely high CO level is the result of some 
spurious local averaging. As the current emission standard requires that the sum of 
carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide has to exceed 6% of total emission gas, the price 
effect of COX is increasing between the 13 and 15 percent range. Highest price effect 
of COX occurs when a vehicle has the emission reading around 15% of the total 
emission gas. 
111.6 Discussion 
This study uses a hedonic price approach to examine the effects on used car 
prices of various vehicle attributes, such as hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide 
emissions, as well as mileage, engine size and age of vehicle. The empirical results 
verify that used car value is on average higher for the vehicles with lower hydrocarbon 
and carbon monoxide emissions, ceteris paribus. This empirical finding is consistent 
with the recent reports from EPA (1993b) and Oregon DEQ (1997b), which indicate 
that used vehicles failing to pass required emission tests face higher repair costs and 
frequent smog check requirements. The estimation results can be extended to 94 
construct the consumers' demand schedule for exhaust emission reduction of used
	
vehicles and further used in the related welfare analysis. 
In estimating the hedonic price function, both flexible parametric and additive 
nonparametric models are used. One of the shortcomings of parametric estimation is 
to impose too strong restrictions on the functional form even though correctly 
specified parametric models have desirable statistical properties. While obtaining great 
flexibility in functional form, fully nonparametric estimation also possesses several 
serious drawbacks, such as slow rates of convergence and the curse of dimensionality. 
This study uses one of the recently developed nonparametric econometric methods, 
the additive nonparametric regression model, which can overcome most shortcomings 
of fully parametric and fully nonparametric regression models. The additive 
nonparametric regression provides more complex associations among variables by 
avoiding the rigid assumptions of parametric specifications. The estimated fitted 
functions allow interpretation of contribution of individual attributes to prices in much 
the same way as in classical parametric models. The estimation method used in this 
study can be extended to similar studies in applied economics. 95 
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CHAPTER IV
	
CONCLUSION 
Hedonic price analysis is a valuable tool for estimating the implicit prices of 
nonmarket attributes of marketed goods and has been widely used in applied 
economics for the past several decades. Recognizing that various environmental and 
structural attributes are among the primary determinants of residential housing and 
vehicle prices, this thesis uses hedonic price models to estimate the effects of those 
attributes on prices. 
The hedonic price functions are estimated using data from Portland, Oregon, 
residential housing market and vehicle emission records combined with used car 
prices in that area. A family of flexible parametric estimation methods and the 
additive nonparametric estimation method are used. Flexible functional form 
estimation methods, such as the Box-Cox and Wooldridge transformations, indicate 
that a log-linear specification is reasonably appropriate for both housing and vehicle 
price data. The parametric specification is similar to the ones used in previous 
hedonic studies (Anglin and Gencay, 1996; Mahan et al., 2000). The log-linear 
hedonic price models pass several commonly used specification tests. In addition, the 
additive nonparametric regression proposed by Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) is 
estimated for the implicit prices that could not be captured by the benchmark 
parametric specification. The additive nonparametric regression is flexible enough to 
show a series of nonlinearities relating commodity prices to their attributes but 98 
restrictive enough to permit easy interpretation and visualization of dependency
	
among those variables. 
The estimation results for the housing data show that most housing attributes 
that are generally linked to the perception of better quality, such as larger structure and 
lot square footage, existence of fire places, gas heating source, sidewalks, and house 
elevation, have significant positive implicit prices. Attributes that reduce house 
quality, such as age and increasing distance to the central business district, and 
increasing distances to the nearest lake and wetland, discount the value of a house. 
Reducing the distance to the nearest lake by 1,000 feet, evaluated at the mean house 
value, increases the house value by $175. As a house gets older each year, the house 
price decreases by $109, ceteris paribus. 
Estimation results on vehicle prices show that reducing 100 ppm of 
hydrocarbon emission increases the average vehicle value by $44 while a decrease in 
the carbon monoxide emission of 1% of the total emission volume indicates an 
increase in the vehicle value of $69. The age effect on used vehicle price is estimated 
as $397 on average. Used vehicles with automatic transmission have on average $252 
lower vehicle values. 
The nonparametric estimation provides richer information on the association 
among the variables. The overall estimated nonparametric regression functions of 
house and vehicle attributes have reasonable shapes, with the exception of some 
erratic behavior due to boundary effect variability. The estimated regression 
functions, combined with the residual plots, help to identify whether the variation in 
the price effects comes from the true data generating process or the erratic boundary 99 
effect. The additive nonparametric estimation results reveal that the effect of lot 
square footage is increasing in the range between 4,000 and 8,000 but at a decreasing 
rate, with the positive effect dying out at about 10,000 square feet. The house 
elevation effect is monotonically increasing between 100 and 350 feet and shows the 
relatively strong price gains at lower elevations below 100 feet. 
Nonparametric estimation is not a substitute for the conventional parametric 
approaches. Rather, the use of the flexible nonparametric estimation in conjunction 
with the conventional parametric estimation can significantly improve the 
understanding of the associations among the variables in hedonic price models. The 
conventional parametric estimators have all desirable properties if the parametric 
functional specification represents the true data generating process reasonably well. 
On the other hand, fully nonparametric estimation allows greater flexibility in 
choosing a regression functional form although it suffers from serious potential 
problems of slow rates of convergence or the curse of dimensionality. These problems 
are especially acute in many hedonic price models because most data sets used in the 
hedonic price analysis often contain a number of product attributes and relatively few 
observations. 
The additive nonparametric regression used in this thesis overcomes the 
shortcomings of purely nonparametric estimation. The additive nonparametric 
regression involves only univariate smoothing which can avoid slow rates of 
convergence or the curse of dimensionality. Furthermore, the additive nonparametric 
regression retains an important interpretative feature of the linear model due to its 
additive structure. The additive nonparametric regression is especially attractive in too 
hedonic price analysis because it can conveniently isolate the individual effect of each 
attribute on the price. With all these advantages, the additive nonparametric 
regression model can be widely applied to various similar settings in applied 
economics. 101 
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Appendix A: Nonparametric Gaussian Kernel Density
	
Estimation for Selected Housing Attributes
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(Dependent Variable: PRICE; Number of Observations: 1,871) 
OLS  BC  WT 
Variable  Estimate  Std. Error  t-statistic  Estimate  Std. Error  t-statistic  Estimate  Std. Error  t-statistic 
CONST  9916.71  7537.14  1.32  3.12E+01  4.27E+00  7.32  1.23E+02  4.32E+01  2.85 
BATH  8415.13  2081.91  4.04  3.95E-01  1.28E-01  3.09  3.62E+00  2.13E+00  1.70 
FRPLC  9256.14  1506.30  6.15  8.72E-01  2.06E-01  4.24  6.08E+00  3.12E+00  1.95 
GAS  2983.52  1927.49  1.55  2.72E-01  1.08E-01  2.52  1.81E+00  1.30E+00  1.40 
POOL  -15581.82  7332.93  -2.13  -4.10E-01  3.10E-01  -1.32  -1.07E+01  6.54E+00  -1.64 
SDWLK  4567.78  2240.50  2.04  3.58E-01  1.43E-01  2.50  4.57E+00  2.59E+00  1.76 
LTTRF  947.11  3285.49  0.29  7.72E-02  1.56E-01  0.50  1.33E-01  1.52E+00  0.09 
TTLSF  68.81  2.15  32.07  3.28E-03  7.86E-04  4.17  2.71E-02  1.46E-02  1.85 
GRGSF  22.41  5.47  4.10  9.33E-04  3.58E-04  2.60  1.59E-02  8.68E-03  1.84 
LOTSF  2.28  0.33  6.94  8.10E-05  2.60E-05  3.06  9.04E-04  5.18E-04  1.75 
AGE  -186.27  55.27  -3.37  -1.24E-02  3.99E-03  -3.09  -8.55E-02  5.12E-02  -1.67 
ELEV  118.78  9.42  12.61  4.90E-03  1.32E-03  3.73  4.46E-02  2.45E-02  1.82 
CBD  -0.99  0.07  -13.81  -3.50E-05  1.00E-05  -3.42  -4.53E-04  2.46E-04  -1.84 
INDUS  -1.68  0.45  -3.76  -1.10E-05  2.40E-05  -0.47  -6.65E-04  4.19E-04  -1.59 
COMM  3.59  1.07  3.36  1.86E-04  6.60E-05  2.80  1.14E-03  7.23E-04  1.57 
LAKE  -1.04  0.15  -7.21  -5.40E-05  1.50E-05  -3.55  -6.15E-04  3.27E-04  -1.88 
PARK  0.45  1.01  0.44  6.30E-05  5.40E-05  1.17  -2.57E-04  4.83E-04  -0.53 
WSI7.F.  -75.63  27.73  -2.73  -1.91E-03  1.50E-03  -1.27  -4.28E-02  2.71E-02  -1.58 
WDIST  -1.27  0.44  -2.89  -5.80E-05  2.40E-05  -2.41  -5.00E-04  3.46E-04  -1.45 
R2  0.70 
Sigma (a) 
Lambda (X) 
1.78E+00 
1.73E-01 
4.15E-01 
1.98E-02 
4.28 
8.74  3.50E-01  4.42E-02  7.93 Appendix C (continued) : Comparison of Price Prediction Accuracy
	
(Dependent Variable: log(PRICE); Number of Observations: 1,871)
	
MODEL 2 MODEL 1 
Std. Error  t-statistic  Variable  Estimate  Std. Error  t-statistic Variable  Estimate 
63.990  CONST  4.674E+00  2.060E-02  226.890 CONST  5.594E+00  8.742E-02 
3.917  BATH  2.147E-02  5.690E-03  3.773 BATH  2.151E-02  5.491E-03 
FRPLC  5.141E-02  3.986E-03  12.898  FRPLC  5.449E-02  4.117E-03  13.235 
1.568E-02  5.268E-03  2.976 GAS  1.973E-02  5.080E-03  3.883  GAS 
POOL  -1.121E-02  1.936E-02  -0.579  POOL  -2.086E-02  2.004E-02  -1.041 
SDWLK  2.036E-02  5.788E-03  3.518  SDWLK  2.110E-02  6.124E-03  3.446 
0.862  LTTRF  4.711E-03  8.980E-03  0.525 LTTRF  7.481E-03  8.675E-03 
30.966  TTLSF  1.845E-04  5.863E-06  31.472 TTLSF  1.759E-04  5.679E-06 
3.723  GRGSF  4.850E-05  1.495E-05  3.244 GRGSF  5.377E-05  1.444E-05 
5.447  LOTSF  4.139E-06  8.986E-07  4.606 LOTSF  4.731E-06  8.687E-07 
-6.106  AGE  -6.260E-04  1.511E-04  -4.144 AGE  -9.133E-04  1.496E-04 
ELEV  2.526E-04  2.575E-05  9.811
ELEV  1.922E-04  2.354E-05  8.163 
-1.530E-06  1.964E-07  -7.789 log(CBD)  -1.846E-01  1.453E-02  -12.707  CBD 
1.180E-06  1.223E-06  0.965 log(INDUS)  3.505E-02  8.101E-03  4.326  INDUS 
log(COMM)  2.998E-02  6.711E-03  4.468  COMM  9.625E-06  2.916E-06  3.301 
1.271E-02  -4.731  LAKE  -2.805E-06  3.957E-07  -7.088
log(LAKE)  -6.014E-02 
1.064  PARK  3.639E-06  2.757E-06  1.320 log(PARK)  7.709E-03  7.249E-03 
-2.477  WSIZE  -1.025E-04  7.579E-05  -1.352
WSI7P.  -1.808E-04  7.299E-05 
WDIST  -3.179E-06  1.202E-06  -2.646
log(WDIST)  -3.842E-02  7.502E-03  -5.121 
R2  0.7174 R2  0.7364
	
0.1033
 RMSE  0.0998  RMSE
	
MAE  0.0778
 MAE  0.0755
	
Theil's U  0.0205
 Theil's U  0.0198 119 
Appendix D: Gauss v.3.2.35 Programming Code for 
the Estimation of the Additive Nonparametric Regression 
/* Read data */
	
load d[1871,19] = c:\ gauss \programs\housing\housing.dat;
	
dep = d[.,1]; 
dep = log(dep); 
x 1  = d[.,2]; 
x2 = d[.,3];
x3 = d[.,4];
x4 = d[.,5];
x5 = d[.,6];
x6 = d[.,7];
x7 = d[.,8]; 
x8 = d[.,9];
x9 = d[.,10]; 
x10 = d[.,11]; 
x11 = d[.,12]; 
x12 = d[.,13]; 
x13 = d[.,14]; 
x14 = d[.,15]; 
x15 = d[.,16]; 
x16 = d[.,17]; 
x17 = d[.,181; 
x18 = d[.,19]; 
n  = rows(dep); 
one = ones(n,1); 
u  = 20; 
rss = zeros(u+1,1); 
ml = zeros(n,u+1); 
m2 = zeros(n,u+1); 
m3 = zeros(n,u+1); 
m4 = zeros(n,u+1); 
m5 = zeros(n,u+1); 
m6 = zeros(n,u+1); 
m7 = zeros(n,u+1); 
m8 = zeros(n,u+1); 
m9 = zeros(n,u+1); 
m10 = zeros(n,u+1); 
/* adjusted price */
	
/* log of price */
	
/* number of bathrooms */
	
/* number of fireplaces */
	
/* gas dummy */
	
/* pool dummy */
	
/* sidewalk dummy */
	
/* light traffic dummy */
	
/* total square footage */
	
/* garage square footage */
	
/* lot square footage */
	
/* age */
	
/* elevation of property in feet */
	
/* distance to central business district (log) */
	
/* distance to nearest industrial zone (log) */
	
/* distance to nearest commercial area (log) */
	
/* distance to nearest lake (log) */
	
/* distance to nearest improved park (log) */
	
/* size of nearest wetland */
	
/* distance to nearest wetland (log) */
	120 
ml 1 = zeros(n,u+1); 
m12 = zeros(n,u +l); 
m13 = zeros(n,u +l); 
m14 = zeros(n,u+1); 
m15 = zeros(n,u+1); 
m16 = zeros(n,u+1); 
m17 = zeros(n,u+1); 
m18 = zeros(n,u+1); 
/* Set initial value for the backfitting algorithm */ 
zr  = zeros(n,1);
	
alpha  = meanc(dep);

ml[.,1] = zr;

m2[.,1] = zr;

m3[.,1] = zr;
	
m4[.,1] = zr;

m5[.,1] = zr;

m6[.,1] = zr;
	
m7[.,1] = zr;
	
m8[.,1] = zr;

m9[.,1] = zr;
	
m10[.,1] = zr;
	
m11[.,1] = zr;
	
m12[.,1] = zr;
	
m13[.,1] = zr;
	
m14[.,1] = zr;
	
m15[.,1] = zr;
	
m16[.,1] = zr;
	
m17[.,1] = zr;
	
m18[.,1] = zr;
	
/* Calculate residual sum of squares */ 
rss[1,1 ] = (dep-alpha-m 1 [.,1]-m2[.,1]-m3[.,1]-m4[.,1]-m5[.,1]-m6[.,1]-m7[.,1]-
m8[.,1]-m9[.,1]- m10[.,1]-m11[.,1]-m12[.,1]-m13[.,1]-m14[.,1]-m15[.,1]-
m16[.,1]-m17[.,1J-m18[.,1])'* 
(dep-alpha-m 1 [.,1]-m2[.,1]-m3[.,1]-m4[.,1]-m5[.,1]-m6[.,1 ]-m7[.,1]-
m8[.,1]-m9[.,1]- m10[.,1]-m11[.,1]-m12[.,1]-m13[.,1]-m14[.,1]-m15[.,1]-
m16[.,1]-m17[.,1]--m18[.,1]); 
print rss[1,1]; 121 
/* Set smoothing parameters */ 
hdpi = f 129.72262, 46.706508, 772.51796, 6.2043848, 33.745588, 4223.1196, 
715.83882, 234.41123, 1606.5440, 210.12623, 8.1475703, 569.78709 }; 
/* Start backfitting algorithm */ 
v=1; 
do while v<=u;
	
r=v+1;
	
arl = dep-alpha-m2[.,v]-m3[.,v]-m4[.,v]-m5[.,v]-m6[.,v]-m7[.,v]-m8[.,v]-m9[.,v]-
m10[.,v]-m11[.,v]-m12[.,v]-m13[.,v]-m14[.,v]-m15[.,v]-m16[.,v]-m17[.,v]-m18[.,v];
	
ml[.,r] = xl *inv(xl'*xl) *xl'*arl;
	
ar2 = dep-alpha-m1[4]-m3[.,v]-m4[.,v]-m5[.,v]-m6[.,v]-m7[.,v]-m8[.,v]-m9[.,v]-
m10[.,v]-m11[.,v]-m12[.,v]-m13[.,v]-m14[.,v]-m15[.,v]-m16[.,v]-m17[.,v]-m18[.,v];
	
m2[.,r] = x2*inv(x2'*x2)*x2'*ar2;
	
ar3 = dep-alpha-ml[A-m4.4-m4[.,v]-m5[.,v]-m6[.,v]-m7[.,v]-m8[.,v]-m9[.,v]-
m10[.,v]-m11[.,v]-m12[.,v]-m13[.,v]-m14[.,v]-m15[.,v]-m16[.,v]-m17[.,v]-m18[.,v];
	
m3[.,r] = x3 *inv(x3'*x3) *x3'*ar3;
	
ar4 = dep-alpha-m1[4]-m2[4]-m3[4]-m5[.,v]-m6[.,v]-m7[.,v]-m8[.,v]-m9[.,v]-
m10[.,v]-m11[.,v]-m12[.,v]-m13[.,v]-m14[.,v]-m15[.,v]-m16[.,v]-m17[.,v]-m18[.,v];
	
m4[.,r] = x4 *inv(x4'*x4) *x4'*ar4;
	
ar5 = dep-alpha-m1[4]-m2[4]-m3[4]-m4[4]-m6[.,v]-m7[.,v]-m8[.,v]-m9[.,v]-
m10[.,v]-m11[.,v]-m12[.,v]-m13[.,v]-m14[.,v]-m15[.,v]-m16[.,v]-m17[.,v]-m18[.,v];
	
m5[.,r] = x5*inv(x5'*x5)*x5'*ar5;
	
ar6 = dep-alpha-ml [4]-m2[.4-m3[4]-m4[4]-m5 [41-m7 [.,v]-m8 [.,v]-m9[.,v]-
m10[.,v]-m11[4]-m12[.,v]-m13[.,v]-m14[.,v]-m15[.,v]-m16[.,v]-m17[.,v]-m18[.,v]; 
m6[.,r] = x6 *inv(x6'*x6) *x6'*ar6; 
ar7 = dep-alpha-m1[4]-m2[4]-m3[4]-m4[4]-m5[4]-m6[4]-m8[.,v]-m9[.,v]-
m10[.,v]-m11[.,v]-m12[.,v]-m13[., v]-m14[.,v]-m15[.,v]-m16[.,v]-m17[.,v]-m18[.,v]; 122 
j = 1; do while j <= n; 
z = (x7[.,1]-one*x7[j,1])/hdpi[1]; 
k = inv(sqrt(2*pi)).*exp(-0.5*z^2); 
f0 = sumc(k); 
fl = sumc((x7-one*x7W).*k); 
f2 = sumc((x7-one*x7W)^(2).*k); 
tO = sumc(k.*ar7); 
tl = sumc((x7-one*x7W).*k.*ar7); 
m7[j,r] = (f2*t0-fl*tl) *inv(f0*f241^2); 
1=1+1; 
endo; 
ar8 = dep-alpha-ml[.,r]-m2[.,r]-m3[.,r]-m4[.4-m5[.4]-m6[.,r]-m7[.,r]-m9[.,v]-
m10[.,v] -m11[.,v]-m12[.,v]-m13[.,v]-m14[.,v]-m15[.,v]-m16[.,v]-m17[.,v]-m18[.,v]; 
j = 1; do while j <= n; 
z = (x8[.,1]-one*x8[j,1])/hdpi[2]; 
k = inv(sqrt(2*pi)).*exp(-0.5*z^2); 
f0 = sumc(k); 
fl = sumc((x8-one*x8W).*k); 
f2 = sumc((x8-one*x8W)^(2).*k); 
tO = sumc(k.*ar8); 
tl = sumc((x8-one*x8W).*k.*ar8); 
m8[j,r] = (f2*t0-f1 *t1) *inv(f0*f241^2); 
j=j+1; 
endo; 
ar9 = dep-alpha-ml[.,r]-m2[.,r]-m3[.,r]-m4[.4-m5[.,r]-m6[.,r]-m7[.,r]-m8[.,1]-
m10[.,v]-m11[.,v]-m12[.,v]-m13[.,v]-m14[.,v]-m15[.,v]-m16[.,v]-m17[.,v]-m18[.,v]; 
j = 1; do while j <= n; 
z = (x9-one*x9W)/hdpi[3]; 
k = inv(sqrt(2*pi)).*exp(-0.5*z^2); 
f0 = sumc(k); 
fl = sumc((x9-one*x9W).*k); 
f2 = sumc((x9-one*x9W)^(2).*k); 
tO = sumc(k.*ar9); 
tl = sumc((x9-one*x9[j]).*k.*ar9); 
m9[br] = (f2*t0-fl*tl) *inv(f0*f241^2); 
j=j+1; 
endo; 
ar10 = dep-alpha-m1[4]-m2[4]-m3[4]-m4[4]-m5[4]-m6[4]-m7[4]-m8[4]-
m9[4]-m11[.,v]-m12[.,v]-m13[.,v]-m14[.,v]-m15[.,v]-m16[.,v]-m17[.,v]-m18[.,v]; 123 
j = 1; do while j <= n; 
z = (x10-one*x10W)/hdpi[4]; 
k = inv(sqrt(2*pi)).*exp(-0.5*z^2); 
f0 = sumc(k); 
fl = sumc((x10-one*x10[j]).*k); 
f2 = sumc((x 10-one*x 10W)^(2).*k); 
tO = sumc(k.*ar10); 
tl = sumc((x10-one*x10[j]).*k.*ar10); 
m 1 O[j,r] = (f2*t0-fl*t1) *inv(f0*f241^2); 
j=j+1; 
endo; 
arl 1 = dep-alpha-ml [4]-m2[4]-m3[4]-m4[4]-m5[4]-m6[4]-m7[4]-m8[4]-
m9[4]-m10[4]-m12[.,v] -m13[.,4m14[.,4m15[.,4m16[.,4m17[.,4m18[.,v]; 
j = 1; do while j <= n;
	
z = (x11-one*x 1 1 [j])/hdpi[5];
	
k = inv(sqrt(2*pi)).*exp(-0.5*z^2);
	
f0 = sumc(k);
	
fl = sumc((x 1 1-one*x 1 1 [j]).*k);
	
f2 = sumc((x 11-one*x 11 [j])^(2).*k);
	
tO = sumc(k.*arl 1);
	
tl = sumc((x 1 1-one*x 1 1 [j]).*k.*ar11);
mll  = (f2*t0-f1 *t1) *inv(f0*f241^2); 
j=j+1; 
endo; 
ar12 = dep-alpha-m1[4]-m2[4]-m3[4]-m4[4]-m5[4]-m6[4]-m7[4]-m8[4]-
m9[4]-m10[4]-m11[4]-m13[.,4m14[.,4m15[.,v]-m16[.,4m17[.,4m18[.,v]; 
j = 1; do while j <= n; 
z = (x12-one*x12W)/hdpi[6]; 
k = inv(sqrt(2*pi)).*exp(-0.5*z^2); 
f0 = sumc(k); 
fl = sumc((x12-one*x12W).*k); 
f2 = sumc((x 12-one*x 12[j])^(2).*k); 
tO = sumc(k.*ar12); 
tl = sumc((x12-one*xl2W).*k.*ar12); 
ml4j,r] = (f2*t0-fl*t1)*inv(f0*f2-f1^2); 
j=j+1; 
endo; 
ar13 = dep-alpha-m1[4]-m2[4]-m3[4]-m4[4]-m5[4]-m6[4]-m7[4]-m8[4]-
m9[4]-m10[4]-ml1[., r]-m12[4]-m14[.,4m15[.,4m16[.,4m17[.,v]-m18[.,v]; 124 
j = 1; do while j <= n; 
z = (x13-one*x 1 3[j])/hdpi [7]; 
k = inv(sqrt(2*pi)).*exp(-0.5*z^2); 
f0 = sumc(k); 
fl = sumc((x13-one*x13[j]).*k); 
f2 = sumc((x13-one*x 1 3W)^(2).*k); 
tO = sumc(k.*ar13); 
t 1 = sumc((x13-one*x 13 [j]).*k.*ar13); 
m 1 3 [j,r] = (f2*t0-fl*t1 ) *inv(f0*f2-fl ^2); 
j=j+1; 
endo; 
ar14 = dep-alpha-ml[.,r]-m2[.,r]-m3[.,r]-m4[.,r]-m5[.,r]-m6[4]-m7[.,r]-m8[4]-
m9[4]-m10[4]-ml1[4]-m12[.,r]-m13[4]-m15[.,v]-m16[.,v]-m17[.,v]-m18[.,v]; 
j = 1; do while j <= n; 
z = (x14-one*x14[j])/hdpi[8]; 
k = inv(sqrt(2*pi)).*exp(-0.5*z^2); 
f0 = sumc(k); 
fl = sumc((x14-one*x14[j]).*k); 
f2 = sumc((x14-one*x14[j])^(2).*k); 
tO = sumc(k.*ar14); 
t 1 = sumc((x14-one*x14[j]).*k.*ar14); 
m 14[j,r] = (f2*t0-fl*t1) *inv(f0*f2-fl ^2); 
endo; 
ar15 = dep-alpha-ml[.4]-m2[.,r]-m3[.,r]-m4[.,r]-m5[.,r]-m6[.4]-m7[.,r}-m8[.,1]-
m9[4]-m10[4]-m11[4]-m12[4]-m13[4]-m14[.,r]-m16[.,v]-m17[.,v]-m18[.,v]; 
j = 1; do while j <= n; 
z = (x15-one*x15[j])/hdpi[9]; 
k = inv(sqrt(2*pi)).*exp(-0.5*z^2); 
f0 = sumc(k); 
fl = sumc((x15-one*x15[j]).*k); 
f2 = sumc((x15-one*x 15W)^(2).*k); 
tO = sumc(k.*ar15); 
t 1 = sumc((x15-one*x 15[j]).*k.*ar15); 
m 15 [j ,r] = (f2*t0-fl *t1)*inv(f0*f2-fl ^2); 
j=j+1; 
endo; 
ar16 = dep-alpha-m1[4]-m2[4]-m3[4]-m4[4]-m5[4]-m6[4]-m7[4]-m8[4]-
m9[4]-m10[4]-m11[4]-m12[4]-m13[4]-m14[4]-m15[4]-m17[.,v]-m18[.,v]; 125 
j =1; do while j  n; 
z = (x16-one*x16W)/hdpi[10]; 
k = inv(sqrt(2*pi)).*exp(-0.5*z^2); 
f0 = sumc(k); 
fl = sumc((x16-one*x16[j]).*k); 
f2 = sumc((x16-one*xl6W)^(2).*k); 
tO = sumc(k.*ar16); 
tl = sumc((x16-one*x16[j]).*k.*ar16); 
ml 6[j,r] = (f2*t0-f1 *t1)*inv(f0*f2-f1^2); 
j=j +1; 
endo; 
ar17 = dep-alpha-ml[.,d-m2[.,r]-m3[.,r]-m4[.,r]-m5[.,r]-m6[.,1]-m7[.,r]-m8[.,r]-
m9[4]-m10[4]-m11[4]-m12[4]-m13[4]-m14[4]-m15[4]-m16[4]-m18[.,v]; 
j = 1; do while j <= n; 
z = (x17-one*x 17[j])/hdpi[ 1 1]; 
k = inv(sqrt(2*pi)).*exp(-0.5*z^2); 
f0 = sumc(k); 
fl = sumc((x17-one*x17[j]).*k); 
f2 = sumc((x 17-one*x 17[j])^(2).*k); 
tO = sumc(k.*ar17); 
t 1 = sumc((x17-one*x 17[j]).*k.*ar17); 
ml 7[j,r] = (f2*t0-fl*U) *inv(f0*f241^2); 
j=j+1; 
endo; 
arl8 = dep-alpha-ml[.,r]-m2[.,r]-m33[.,r]-m4[.,r]-m5[.,r]-m6[.,r]-m7[.,r]-m8[.,r]-
m9[.,r]-10[.,r]- m11[4]-m12[4]-m13[4]-m14[4]-m15[4]-m16[4]-m17[4]; 
j = 1; do while j <= n; 
z = (x18-one*x18[j])/hdpi[12]; 
k = inv(sqrt(2*pi)).*exp(-0.5*z^2); 
f0 = sumc(k); 
fl = sumc((x18-one*x18[j]).*k); 
f2 = sumc((x18-one*x18[j])^(2).*k); 
tO = sumc(k.*ar18); 
t 1 = sumc((x18-one*x18[j]).*k.*ar18); 
mlikj,r] = (f2*t041*t1) *inv(f0*f241^2); 
j=j+1; 
endo; 126 
rss[r,1] = (dep-alpha-ml[.,r]-m2[.,r]- m3[.,r]- m4 [.,r]-m5 [.,r]-m6 [.,1]- m7 [.,r]-m8 [4]-
m9[4]-m10[4]-m11[4]-m12[4]-m13[4]-m14[4]-m15[4]-m16[4]-
m17[4]-m18[4])'* 
(dep-alpha-ml[.,r]-m2[.,r]- m3[.,r]- m4 [.,r]-m5 [.,r]-m6 [. ,t]- m7 [.,r]-m8[.,r] 
m9[4]-m10[4]-m11[4]-m12[4]-m13[4]-m14[4]-m15[4]-m16[4]-
m 1 7 [4]-m18 [4]); 
print rss[r,1]; 
v=v+1; 
endo; 
/* Additive partial residuals */ 
adres7 = dep-alpha-ml [.,r]-m2[.,r]-m3[.,r]-m4[.,r]-m5[.,r]-m6[.,r]-m8[.,r]-m9[.,r]-
m10[4]-m11[4]-m12[4]-m13[4]-m14[4]-m15[4]-m16[4]-m17[4]-m18[4]; 
adres8 = dep-alpha-ml [4]-m2[4]-m3[4]-m4[4]-m5[4]-m6[4]-m7[4]-m9[4]-
m10[4]-m11[4]-m12[4]-m13[4]-m14[4]-m15[4]-m16[4]-m17[4]-m18[4]; 
adres9 = dep-alpha-ml[.,r]-m2[.,r]-m3[.,r]-m4[.,r]-m5[.,r]-m6[.,r]-m7[.,r]-m8[4]-
m10[4]-ml 1[4]-m12[4]-m13[4]-m14[4]-m15[4]-m16[4]-m17[4]-m18[4]; 
adres10 = dep-alpha-m1[4]-m2[4]-m3[4]-m4[4]-m5[.,r]-m6[.,r]-m7[.,r]-m8[4]-
m9[4]-m11[4]-m12[4]-m13[4]-m14[4]-m15[4]-m16[4]-m17[4]-m18[.,r]; 
adres11 = dep-alpha-ml[.,r]-m2 [.,r]-m3 [.,r]-m4 [.,r]-m5 [.,1]-m6 [.,r]-m7 [.,r]-m8 [.,r]-
m9 [4]-m10[4]-m12 [.,r] -m 13 [.,r] -m 14 [.,r] -m 15 [4]-m16[4]-m17 [4]-m18[4]; 
adresl2 = dep-alpha-m 1 [4]-m2[4]-m3[4]-m4[4]-m5[4]-m6[4]-m7[4]-m8[4]-
m9[4]-mlOkr1-m11[4]-m13[4]-m14[4]-m15[4]-m16[4]-m17[4]-m18[4]; 
adresl3 = dep-alpha-ml[.,r]-m2[.,r]-m3[.,r]-m4[4]-m5[.,r]-m6[.,1]-m7[.,r]-m8[.4-
m9[4]-m10[.,r]-m11[4]-m12[4]-m14[4]-m15[4]-m16[4]-m17[4]-m18[4]; 
adresl4 = dep-alpha-m1[4]-m2[4]-m3[4]-m4[4]-m5[4]-m6[4]-m7[4]-m8[4]-
m9[4]-m10[4]-m11[4]-m12[4]-m13[4]-m15[4]-m16[4]-m17[4]-m18[4]; 
adresl5 = dep-alpha-ml[.,r]-m2[.,r]-m3[.,r]-m4[.,r]-m5[.,r]-m6[4]-m7[4]-m8[.4-
m9[4]-m10[4]-m11[.,r]-m12[4]-m13[.,r]-m14[4]-m16[4]-m17[4]-m18[4]; 
adresl6 = dep-alpha-m 1 [4]-m2[4]-m3[4]-m4[4]-m5[4]-m6[4]-m7[.,1]-m8[4]-
m9[4]-m10[4]-m11[4]-m12[4]-m13[4]-m14[4]-m15[4]-m17[4]-m18[4]; 127 
adres17 = dep-alpha-m1[4]-m2[4]-m3[.41-m4[.,r]-m5[.,r]-m6[.,r]-m7[.,r]-m8[.,r]-
m9[4]-m10[4]-m11[.,r]-m12[4]-m13[.,r]-m14[.,r]-m15[.,r]-m16[.,r]-m18[.,r]; 
adres18 = dep-alpha-ml [.,r]-m2[.,r]-m3[.,r]-m4[.,r]-m5[.,r]-m6[.,r]-m7[.,r]-m8[.,r]-
m9[4]-m10[4]-m11[4]-m12[4]-m13[.,r1-m14[4]-m15[4]-m16[4]-m17[4]; 
/* Estimated regression functions imposed on the partial residuals *1 
funl = x7m7[.,r]adres7; 
funl = sortc(funl,1); 
fun2 = x8m8[.,r]adres8; 
fun2 = sortc(fun2,1); 
fun3 = x9m9[4]adres9; 
fun3 = sortc(fun3,1); 
fun4 = x10m10[.,r]adres10; 
fun4 = sortc(fun4,1); 
fun5 = x11m11[4]adres11; 
fun5 = sortc(fun5,1); 
fun6 = x12m12[.,r]adres12; 
fun6 = sortc(fun6,1); 
fun7 = x13m13[.,r]adres13; 
fun7 = sortc(fun7,1); 
fun8 = x14m14[4]adres14;
fun8 = sortc(fun8,1); 
fun9 = x15 m15[.,r] --adresl5; 
fun9 = sortc(fun9,1); 
fun10 = x16m16[.,r]adres16; 
fun10 = sortc(fun10,1); 
funl 1 = x17m17[4]adres17; 
funll = sortc(fun11,1); 
fun12 = x18m18[4]adres18; 
fun12 = sortc(fun12,1); 128 
library pgraph; 
graphset; 
ylabel("Fitted Function for TTLSF");
	
xlabel("Total Structure Square Footage");
	
title("Panel I");
	
xy(fun 1 [.,1],fun 1 [.,2]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function for GRGSF");
	
xlabel("Garage Square Footage");
	
title("Panel 2");
	
xy(fun2[.,1],fun2[.,2]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function for LOTSF");
	
xlabel("Lot Square Footage");
	
title("Panel 3");
	
xy(fun3 [., I] fun3 [.,2]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function for AGE");
	
xlabel("House Age");
	
title("Panel 4");
	
xy(fun4[.,1],fun4[.,2]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function for ELEV");
	
xlabel("House Elevation in Feet");
	
title("Panel 5");
	
xy(fun5 [., 1 ],fun5 [.,2]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function for log(CBD)");
	
xlabel("Log of Distance to Central Business District in Feet");
	
title("Panel 6");
	
xy(fun6[.,I],fun6[.,2]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function for log(INDUS) ");
	
xlabel("Log of Distance to Nearest Industrial Zone in Feet");
	
title("Panel 7");
	
xy(fun7[.,1],fun7[.,2]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function for log(COMM)");
	
xlabel("Log of Distance to Nearest Commercial Zone in Feet");
	
title("Panel 8");
	
xy(fun8[.,1],fun8[.,2]);
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ylabel("Fitted Function for log(LAKE)");
	
xlabel("Log of Distance to Nearest Lake in Feet");
	
title("Panel 9");
	
xy(fun9[.,1],fun9[.,2]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function for log(PARK)");
	
xlabel("Log of Distance to Nearest Public Park in Feet");
	
title("Panel 10");
	
xy(fun10[.,1],fun10[.,2]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function for WSIZE");
	
xlabel("Size of Nearest Wetland in Acres");
	
title("Panel 11");
	
xy(fun 1 1[.,1],fun 1 1[.,2]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function for log(WDIST)");
	
xlabel("Log of Distance to Nearest Wetland in Feet");
	
title("Panel 12");
	
xy(fun12[.,1],fun12[.,2]);
	
graphset; 
ylabel("Fitted Function and Residuals");
	
xlabel("Total Structure Square Footage");
	
title("Panel 1");
	
xy(fun1 [.,1],fun 1 [.,2]funl [.,3]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function and Residuals");
	
xlabel("Garage Square Footage");
	
title("Panel 2");
	
xy(fun2[.,1],fun2[.,2]fun2[.,3]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function and Residuals");
	
xlabel("Lot Square Footage");
	
title("Panel 3");
	
xy(fun3[.,1],fun3[.,2]fun3[.,3]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function and Residuals");
	
xlabel("House Age");
	
title("Panel 4");
	
xy(fun4[.,1],fun4[.,2]fun4[.,3]);
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ylabel("Fitted Function and Residuals");
	
xlabel("House Elevation in Feet");
	
title("Panel 5");
	
xy(fun5[.,1],fun5 [.,2] -funs [.,3]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function and Residuals");
	
xlabel("Log of Distance to Central Business District in Feet");
	
title("Panel 6");
	
xy(fun6[.,1],fun6[.,2]-fun6[.,3]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function and Residuals");
	
xlabel("log of Distance to Nearest Industrial Zone in Feet");
	
title("Panel 7");
	
xy(fun7[.,1],fun7[.,2]-fun7[.,3]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function and Residuals");
	
xlabel("Log of Distance to Nearest Commercial Zone in Feet");
	
title("Panel 8");
	
xy(fun8[.,1],fun8[.,2]-fun8[.,3]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function and Residuals");
	
xlabel("Log of Distance to Nearest Lake in Feet");
	
title("Panel 9");
	
xy(fun9[.,1],fun9[.,2]-fun9[.,3]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function and Residuals");
	
xlabel("Log of Distance to Nearest Public Park in Feet");
	
title("Panel 10");
	
xy(fun10[.,1],fun10[.,2] -fun10[.,3]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function and Residuals");
	
xlabel("Size of Nearest Wetland in Acres");
	
title("Panel 11");
	
xy(fun11[.,1],fun11[.,2]-fun11[.,3]);
	
ylabel("Fitted Function and Residuals");
	
xlabel("Log of Distance to Nearest Wetland in Feet");
	
title("Panel 12");
	
xy(fun12[J],fun12[.,2]-fun12[.,3] );
	